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REDUCED RATES
You can go to Boston vi$t Maine Central Railroad to

Bath, connecting there with Kennebec Navigation
Co. Steamship CITY OF ROCKLAND.
FOR THESE RATES OF FARE

g(.e..e.'O..e..e..e..e..e..e..*.e..e..e.*e..e.|l

We carry automobiles, Bath to Boston and return for $5.00, when
accompanied by two or more persons.

ALL SAILINGS DAYLIGHT TIME

NEW YORK BAKERY
—WILL BE—

SEPTEMBER

26

Week

OCTOBER

TO

w.

♦

Boat leave* Bath on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 7:00
P. M. Leave| Boston on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 6:00 P. M.

One

1

113-114

Walter T. Stern.

• • » •
SCHOOL AND COLLEGE

of the
figure at the University
registration figures
of Maine close to the 1200 mark,
which is fully as large as the registra
tion at the end of the first week last
year.
e e e •

Miss Leona Reed of Rockland,
Sophomore at University of Maine,
has been nominated as one of the stu
dent representatives to thc “Round
Table.” which holds two meetings
each semester at University of Maine.
Its purpose is to promote good fellow
ship among the women members of
the faculty, and the girls; also to ex
tend hospitality to the girls.
. . • «
All parts of the United States are
represented in the entering class of the
American School of Osteopathy which
last week settled down to its four-year
course of work in Kirksville, Mo. One
of the six students entered from Maine
is Agnes S. Rappleye of Rockland, Ed
ward Scarlott of Rockland, class of
1924, has resumed his studies there.
• • « •
Colby College began its 102d year
last week, with the largest entering
class in its history. With registra
tion incomplete, there are 189 new
students, of whom 61 are in the
women's division. The new students
from this vicniity are Hiram H. Crie
of Rockland, John E. Avery of Ston
ington, Ellen A. Smith of Waldoboro
and Helen E. Weeks of Newcastle.

PRETTY
BEAD

NECKLACES
BREAD COSTS LESS

MADE.

For Treatment—Montreal Firm’s Apology.
Sheriff Thurston, Deputy SheiAffs and having the drugs in her posses
Orbeton and Morgan, and Specyil sion.
On the former complaint she was
Deputy Harrington, made a seizure at
found guilty, and it was decided to
20 Park place last Friday which the; send her to the Woman's Reforma
believe has solved the problem of hX>w tory in Skowhegan, where she will
such a large quantity of drugsyAvas freceive treatment in a ward specially
being circulated in Rockland. /With set aside for the cure of treatment of
drug addicts. Her stay there will be
the arrest of Laura Shattuck they also indefinite. Judge Miller informed her,
took In charge a quantity of cocaine but when her condition seems to war
and morphine and a set of needles rant it Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, chair
man of the board of trustees, will re
with which the drugs are administered. quest that she be sent, on probation,
Believing that the place was soon to to Middleboro, Mass., to Join her hus
be raided Mrs. Shattuck had skill band. The complaint alleging pos
fully concealed these articles, some of session was filed.
It was explained by a relative that
them being found among thc works of
Mrs. Shattuck has been using drugs,
the family clock. The time-piece had by the advice of her physicians, for
not succumbed, and its merry ticking 17 years. “We are sending her to
may possibly have given the sheriffs Skowhegan to save herself,”
said
their hunch.
Judge Miller Mrs Shattuck was rep
The officers also found a letter from resented by Judge Pike.
the Montreal concern from which the
Maiy Gilk, who told the court that
drugs were bought, explaining that her purchases were made at Mrs.
the high price was due to tlie difficulty Shattuck's, was sentenced to a month
In getting them across the border.
in jail, on the charge of intoxication.
Mrs. Shattuck was arrested on two She made a special request that this
complaints—the sale of cocaine and be done, in order that she might "get
morphine to a ri sident of Lynn, Miss. • the stuff out of her system."

Our rtrm, at the request of one of its
members, has given careful con
sideration to the question whether
the health officer of the City of Rock
land is required by law to be a phy
sician. Our opinion is that under the
provisions of the statutes governing
the matter, such officer must be a
physician and that such qualification
is essential to the office and cannot be
waived even with the aproval of the
State Commissioner of Health.
Chapter 19 of the Revised Statutes
of Maine, 1916, provides for a State
ST. GEORGE
Board of Health (Sections 1-24) and
for Local Boards of Health (Sections
39-45).
It is provided (Section 39)
that each city “shall" have a Local Blown Safe Yielded $300 At Booth Bros.’ Store—Owen
Board of Health, appointed by the
municipal officers, who "may’’ appoint
Chaples Is Out Of Luck.
a health officer (Section 43) “who shall
be a well-educated physician.”
In 1917 a law (Chapter 197) was
Sheriff Thurston and deputies who and some papers which had been taken
passed creating a State Department of
from the safe. Clew to the burglars
Health, which was given all the powers went to Long Cove Saturday morning ended there, however.
of the previous State Board of Health to investigate the burglary at the
The excitement from this affair had
hereinabove referred to, but this Booth Bros, store, as reported in our hardly subsided when it was learned
statute did not affect local boards of Saturday issue, found the community that Owen Chaples' residence in St.
health. Its scope was obviously in In a state of excitement, the safe blown George had been' entered during the
tended by the Legislature to regulate to smithereens, and cash missing to owner's absence Saturday night, $88 in
affairs of public health only insofar as the amount of $300.
money being taken. Net satisfied with
the State desired to control the same
Entrance had been effected through this haul the burglars proceeded to
and not to Interfere with the existing one of the windows on the ground smash furniture and destroy clothing.
functions of local boards of health.
floor, but the departure was evidently This is the third burglary which has
....
by way of the basement.
been committed at Mr. Chaples' house
This is further Indicated two years
The officials made an extended in in little more than a year. It is easy
later, when by Chapter 172, Laws of vestigation ln the neighborhood and enough to advise him to keep his
1919, an amendment was made to about a quarter of a mile away, on the money in a bank, but banks do not
Chapter 197, Laws of 1917 by adding road leading to Rockland found coins appear to have departments for stor
thereto certain provisions (Sections and bills amounting to several dollars. ing clothes and furniture.
10-18) expressly relating to local
questions of health as distinct from
State questions of health.
In this Ing the necessary qualifications of an I
chapter It was provided that each city important public officer is not in
'shall employ a Local Health Officer' tended to be modified or changed.
who “shall” be appointed by the
WE ARE SATISFIED
Added strength is given to this con
municipal officers, thus maiding man clusion when otherwise it would ap
wjth a very small profit on one
datory on the part of the munici pear that the Legislature deliberately
pair of shoes
pal
officers the appointment of eliminated all requirements or quali
local health officer, which, as we fications of the public officer in ques
have pointed out, had previously been tion and substituted none whatsoever
MEN’S and WOMEN’S
discretionary (Section 43
Revised in place of those stricken out.
Statutes 1916). This chapter further
We have also examined the charter
SHOES
provides that the municipal officers and ordinances of the City of Rock- 11
might, at their option, cause the local land and find nothing in them which
health officer to take the place of the would tend to modify or affect our
local board of health, whereas the old conclusion. We have emphasized the |
Section 43 of the Revised Statutes 1916 State laws in this letter because they 11
absolutely required the municipal of are controlling as to the question be- ,
fleers to appoint a local board of fore us. Our sole motive in this ex- j
The price is very low for a
health. In other words, the Legis pression of our opinion is to assist, as !
good shoe, But Remember we
lature of Maine in 1919, by Chapter best we can, in determining a matter |
172, changed the appointment of a of public interest to Rockland and
don’t sell anything unless we are
local health officer by municipal of other municipalities of Maine.
satisfied that it is good value and
ficers from what had been a dis
Coleman, Stern & Ellenwood.
will give our customers good
cretionary act to a mandatory one, and
service.
changed the appointment of a local
NOTICE—GENEALOGY
board of health from what had been a
mandatory act to a discretionary one.
If there is any person In this vicinity
But the Legislature was very care
ful to Interfere In no manner whatso who is descended from Moses Robin
ever with the qualifications of the son of Warren. Maine, will that per
237 Main St, Rockland. Maine
local health officer prescribed in Sec son kindly send a record of his family
tion 45 Revised Statutes 1916. Inded to Charles Robinson. High street, New
port,
R.
I.
A
genealogy
of
the
Robin

It Increased his duties and responsi
EVERYTHING IN FOOTWEAR
bilities by authorizing the municipal son family is being compiled and he
AND NEVER UNDERSOLD
officers to substitute him for a local would like all descendants listed in
board of health of three members. Al the genealogy.
though the appointment of a health
officer is subject to the approval of
the State Commissioner of Health
nothing whatever Is provided in the
Statute to change the requirement
always existing since the Laws of 1916
that the local health officer be a phy
sician; and it is significant that in
Chapter 172, Laws of 1919 only such
laws as are Inconsistent with such
chapter are expressly repealed. There
fore, it seems clear that the Legislature
did not Intend to destroy a most salu
I have purchased the TAILORING BUSINESS of
tary requirement of the Statute of
1916 that the local health officer be a
the late E. H. Rose, and respectfully solicit the con
physician.
• • . .
tinued patronage of the stores regular customers as well
To hold otherwise, it would be nec
as that of the general public. With my experience in the
essary to find that the provisions of
business and a proper STOCK OF SUITINGS AND
this requirement had been repealed.
One looks in vain in the Statutes to
OVERCOATINGS I feel that my patrons will be more
find its repeal. Such a requirement
than pleased.
surely cannot be said to be inconsist
ent with any provision ln the later law
of 1919. It is well established that to
ALMON P. RICHARDSON
Justify the presumption of an Intention
Successor to E. H. Rose
to repeal one statute by another,
either the‘two statutes must be irre
ROCKLAND, MAINE
399 MAIN STREET.
concilable or the intent to effect a re
peal must be otherwise clearly ex
pressed.
In fact the presumption is always
against the intention to repeal by Im
plication, particularly when the quali
fications to hold public office are In
volved.
Where the statute repeals
only acts which are Inconsistent with
It, the repealing clause operates merely
as an express limitation and nothing
is repealed in the old statute except
such provisions as are inconsistent
WE APPRECIATE
with the repealing statute.
In thc construction of statutes It is
YOUR BUSINESS
also always presumed that the Legis
lature acted with complete knowledge
Thia is a bank where you feel at
of all existing legislation and with
reference to it, and all actB relating to
home. We appreciate your busi
the same general subject and having
ness and endeavor to make our service useful
the same general purpose, such as
public health, are read ln connection
—giving more than ordinary attention to your
with each other as constituting one
financial affairs.
general and uniform system of the
jurisprudence on the subject.
A construction is always given, if
4% Interest Paid on Savings Accounts
possible, which will advance'and In
crease beneficial conditions for the
public. And particularly where the
Legislature takes pains not to repeal
any existing statutes but only pro
Rockland, Maine
visions which are inconsistent with
those which It is at the time promul
!|l'9 MEMBER FEDERAL “RESERVE SYSTEM
gating, It seems unanswerable in this
case to hold that a provision specify-

BURGLARIES.

DRESS

but it has more real nourish
ment per pound than any oth
er food.

OREL E. DAVIES
106 tf

White, fine, delicious bread
at a comparatively insignifi
cant cost is easily made of

EVER JET ELASTIC
PAINT

Peerless Flour
“Standard of the World”

New York. Sept. 23.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
Enclosed is copy of letter which my
firm has this day formulated and sent
to your city solicitor, Mr. Tirrell. A
copy is also being sent to Charles D.
Booth of Portland, Senator Edward W.
Wheeler of Brunswick and Charles T.
Smalley, esq. of your city, all well
known attorneys, with the request that
they forward to my firm and your city
solicitor either confirmatory or dissent-

w.
♦
He who can take advice Is sometimes ~ ing opinions. I thought this might be
of interest to your readers and am,
— superior to him who can give It.—Von
-e. Knebel.
— therefore, sending It to you.

All Inside Rooms $1.00, Outside Rooms $2
Parlor Rooms $3.00
■ ■
e

Closed

Carthy’s Appointment.

♦

Compare Rates With Others—You Can Save Money Thio Way

"

Subscription $3 00 per
payable la ad'tnce; single copies three cents.
Advertiiing rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics ot general Intar»t are solicited.
Entered at tbe poetofflee ln Koekland fog cir
culation at aeconl-class postal rates.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, Dorn 400 Main Street, Bockland, Mains.

NEWSPAPER HI8TORT
The Koekland Gazette was established ln
1844. In 1874 tbe Courier waa established,
ind consolidated with the Gasette ln 1882.
The Free Preas waa established In 1859, and
n 1801 changed Ila name to the Tribune,
rhese papers consolidated March IT, 1S0T.

$3.21
$3.21
$3.67
$4.21
s$4.37

DRUG SEIZURE IS

What Mr. Stern’s Firm Says
As To Legality of Mr. Mc Laura Shattuck of Park Place Committed To Reformatory

_______ ALL THE HOME HEWS_______
BY THE ROCKLAND PUBLISHING CO.

TO BOSTON

Newcastle to Boston.....................
Damariscotta to Boston................
Waldoboro to Boston..................
Thomaston to Boston..................
Rockland to Boston........................
Rockport
add trolley
Camden
fare to Rockland

THREE TIMES A WEEK

THE HEALTH OFFICER

Volume 76.................. Number 114.

J

The helpful book “Easy Bread Making,” which
is more than a recipe book, will be sent to any
housewife upon receipt of request by The Har
desty Milling Co., Dovef, Ohio, or

at $1.20 per gallon, is best
for your paroid roofing,
which should be painted be
fore cold weather.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
$50 per thousand feet

ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
Distributors
108-T 118

$4.00

Boston Shoe Store

ANNOUNCEMENT

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
LIMEROCK

8TREET

We do first class Laundering in a

SANITARY LAUNDRY
CALL 170
PEOPLE’S
LAUNDRY

Resources
1905
$399,000.00

1910
$984,000.00

the.Sign of-

BNorth National Bank

Norths
National'
Bank
5Z

1915

$1,357,000.00
1921

1854

1921
THE

NORTH NATIONAL BANK

$2,752,000.00

4

Per Cent

Paid on Savings Accounts

Rockland, Maine
We now have the Maine Centennial Half
Dollars for sale at 50 cents each.

Somebody
Deposits Your Money

Why Not Yon

Third Liberty Loan Coupons are due Sept. 1 5th

North National Bank
Rockland,

Maine

SECURITY

TRUST COMPANY
Rockland

Union
Warren

Vinalhaven

The Rockland National Bank

VISITS OLD HOME

ohn McNeil, Who Was In the
Klondike With Rex Beach
and Jack London, Surprises
Rockland Relatives.
The Golden West is a land of dis
tances, and the inhabitants are less
awed by a thousand-mile journey than
the average Rockland man would be
by a trip to Boston. So it happened
that when John J. McNeil was called
to Toronto from his far distant home
in Telkwa,
British Columbia, he
thought what a fine thing it would be
to drop down to Rockland, Me., and
see some of tho relatives who remem
bered him as a little shaver of 12,
when he resided on Pleasant street 32
year's ago. But Toronto to Rockland
is quite a jump, and when the man
from Telkwa set foot on the Maine
Central platform yesterday he disovered that he had traveled 3500
miles since leaving home.
It was a surprise visit, but Mr. Mc
Neil was soon surrounded by rela
tives, including his uncle. Cornelius
Doherty, and cousin, James Doherty,
ind also located some of his old play
mates, one of whom was Harry M.
Flint.
After leaving Rockland in 1889 Mr.
McNeil located with his father, John
McNeil, on a ranch in Snohomish,
Washington. He joined the Klondike
rush in 1897 and was in that region
four or five years. His biggest strike
at any one time was $10,000, which
wasn’t much of a strike for the Klon
dike, but in the end he cjrae away a
number of thousands to thc good. He
$ells most interestingly of the dramatic
days when there were 30,000 men, a
few women and no children in tho
great Alaskan mining center.
There
was lawlessness to be sure, but the
Northwest Mounted Police deserve
great credit for maintaining the order
they did. he says. Among the no
tables with whom he brushed elbows
were Rex Beach and Jack London,
who have given to the world some of
the most enduring literature of the
great Northwest; and Tex Rickard of
sporting fame.
Foreseeing a great boom when tho
Grand Trunk Pacific pushed westward
Mr. McNeil and 20 comrades went to
Portland, Oregon. Mr. McNeil took
up a number of ranches and started a
trading post. The railroad did come,
and it brought him prosperity. The
road is now known as the Canadian
National, and Mr. McNeil is junior
member of the firm of Broughton &
McNeil of Telkwa, B. C., which fills
extensive contracts for it. Mr. Mc
Neil has a ranch of 706 acres and the
Interesting photographs which he
brought East might well serve to il
lustrate a Western novel or a moving
picture scenario. It is not so difficult
to see why Mr. McNeil says:
“The
West for me."
He leaves for home this afternoon
by the way of St. Louis and Denver.
“IRISH

EYES" COMING

Walter Scanlan Will Be At Park
Theatre Oct. 6, With Seven New
Songs.
The popular singing star, Walter
Scanlan, will be the attraction at Park
Theatre Oct. 6, for one performance
only, coming direct from Plymouth
Theatre, Boston, and Jefferson The
atre, Plymouth, in a new romantic
comedy entitled “Irish Eyes," and It
is declared to be the best he has ever
appeared ln. It concerns the lives of
two young Irish fisjiermen, who emi
grated to America, became vastly
wealthy, and were much sought after
by the smart set tn New York. One,
John Brady, plunges Into society tor
the sake of his beautiful daughter,
whom he hopes to wed to a titled
foreigner. Dan Riley, his brother-inlaw and partner, rebels against his
niece being denied the man of her
choice. He brings John Brady back
to earth and awakens in him tho
memories of their youthful days when
“love” came first.
The play is filled with amusing situ
ations and witty dialogue while mys
tery and romance are among its chief
delights. Mr. Scanlan has seven new
Hongs which he sings In his inimitable
fashion.
His new song hits are
“Mavourneen," "My Galway Rose,”
"The Road to My Love,” “An Irish
Song Will Live As Ixtng As Life and
Lfcve Shall Last," “I Was a Pilgrim In
Love-Land," lend "Kathleen.”—advt.
Saturday’s Bath Times said: Ed
ward H. Pierce, keeper of the Doubling
Point range lights, and Mrs. Pierce,
have packed all of their household fur
nishings and expect to move Monday
to Port Clyde where Mr. Pierce will
assume the keepership of the Marshall
point light, fog and weather signal
station. A government boat will move
their household goods.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Whatever your occupation may be and how
ever crowded your hours with affairs, do not
fail to secure at leust a few mlnutea every day
for refreshment of your Inner life, with a bit
of poetry.
—Charles EUot Norton.
LIVING WATERS.

There are some hearts like wells, green-mossed
nnd deep
As ever Summer saw;
And cool their water is,—yea, cool and sweet;—
But you must come to draw.
They hoard not, yet they rest in calm content*

And not unsought will give;
They can be quiet with their wealth unspent,
Ho self-contained they live.
And there arc some like springs, that bubbling
burst
To follow dusty ways.
And run with offered cup to quench his thirst
Where the tired traveller strays;
That never ask the meadows If they want
What is their joy to give;—

Unasked, their lives to other Ilfs they grant,
So self-bestowed they live I

And One Is like the ocean, deep and wide,
Wherein all waters fall;
That girdles tho broad earth, and draws the
tide,
Feeding and bearing all;
That broods the mists, that sends the clouds
abroad,
That takes, again to give;—
Even the great and loving heart of God,
Whereby all love doth live.

r-CaroUne S. Spencer.
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FINANC AL STATUS
OF STATE OF MAINE

THREE-TIMES-A-WFFK

Rockland, Maine, Sept 27, 1921.
Personally appeared Frank R. Lyddie. who on
oath declares that lie Is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of Sept. 24
15)81. there was printed a total of 6053 copies
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.

Every-Othcr-DaF

1921

BOOTH TARK1NGTON

4

Value

Statement of Governor Percival

Notary Public.

P. Baxter, as of August

FLYING OLD GLORY

is the demand of ihe
buying public
this season
In Clothing*, Value

31 at, 1921
• Schools are in session all over Knox
county. On how many of the schoolhouses is the national flag flown during
school, hours? We ask the question
because of a recent morning ride that
took us past several such buildings, in
Iront of which pupils “with shining
morning faces” were waiting for
school to “take up”—and we looked in
vain for the beautiful sight of Old
Glory. Inasmuch as a State law calls
for this display We assume that an
omission in any particular instance
proceeds from some explainable reason
that is susceptible of correction. The
custom of flying the flag above the
schoolhouse becomes such a potent
lesson in patriotism that it should
not be allowed to lapse. Particularly
is this applicable to neighborhoods in
which there are children born of
foreign parents, whose blood needs to
be made run red with one hundred
per cent Americanism.
There are so many

Union Fair, Sept. 27, 28, 29,
Let’s Go.

Our hobby is to open in Sep
tember with everything NEW
for men’s wear.
And this season we win over all
records—new models, fabrics,
colors and patterns.

Now a word about prices—
All
this merchandise
was
bought after the price readjust
ment—after the manufacturer
had discounted from his “high
horse and come down to earth.
It was all "bought right" and
now's your chance to buy right.

As an example serf the suits for
men, young men and students
from $25 to $45.

directions in

Which an active Board of Trade can be

of help to Rockland, that it seems a

piece of regret not to have in operation

Special this week, choice Silk
Ties in wonderful colorings,
65c, three for $1.25.

ouch an organization of the business

and professional men of the city. How
would it do to get together at one of

those hotel banquets (always a capi

J. F. Gregory Sons Co.

tal thing) and talk the matter over?

Secretary Wallace of the Department
of Agriculture has sent out a notice
that he hopes will come to the atten
tion of all farmers proud of their farm
development. He wants them to know
that they can patent the name of
their farms and so establish a
standard of quality for their produce.
The United States patent office re
cently approved and published in the
Patent Office Gazette a trademark
covering “Hawkeye,” the name of an
Iowa farm owned by Ledru C. Willits,
breeder of pure bred hogs, cattle and
•iheep. He is the first stockman, and
probably the first farmer. Secretary
Wallace says, to obtain a United
States trademark for his farm. If a
farmer uses his farm name and trade
mark as a part of his selling opera
tions the trademark protects the owner
of the farm in interstate commerce.
Several States have laws which
authorize the registration of farm
names with the State authorities, but
« trademark registered by the gov
ernment protects the use of the farm
name outside of the State in which the
farm is located. Knox County has a
number of well-named farms that are
eligible to this form of registration.
THE SENSATIONAL PULPIT

T'

[Boston Herald]
A church is not necessarily prosper
ous because it is crammed to the doors
at every service; it is not necessarily
losing its influence because it has
plenty of vacant pews every Sunday.
Dr. Scraton, pastor of Calvary Baptist
Church in New York city, is a master
of the gentle art of playing to tile
gallery and he draws tlie crowds. He
also alienates many of tlie most ear
nest and influential members of the
splendid organization with which for
many years the famous Dr. MacArthur, now pastor emeritus, was con
nected. Dr. MacArthur sustained him
self and his congregation well through
tile constant changes of life in Man
hattan and he preached an “old-fash
ioned" gospel, but he preached it with
lire and force and put ideas into his
sermons. His successor goes to see
tho Dempsey-Carpentier fight one day
and preaches about it tho following
Sunday; he witnesses tlie much de
bated spectacle of Aphrodite and
makes that a pulpit theme;
he
studies jazz at close range and dis
cusses modern dancing on Sunday
nights. He puts on a good show. He
is a clever and dramatic speaker. But
tlie majority of the influential persons
in bis constituency or in any com
munity will sympathize with tlie Mae
Arthur viewpoint. The church that
lasts must have a foundation of sub
stantial and thoughtful men and
women. As a rule the preacher who
gets the ear of the public by sen
sational methods, making bis pulpit
rather notorious than famous, does
liut develop such lasting congregations.

RICHARDS & ROBBINS
COAL
Leave orders at either of our Markets until our new
office and coal pocket are completed which are be
ing built on Mr. Charles Bicknell's wharf.
This
week we are delivering the very best newly mined
Egg and Furnace Coal also Stove and Nut.
W hy not give us your order this week to fill your
bin.
WE WANT

OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST IN THE CITY.
AND NEED YOUR BUSINESS.

FOR SALE

appropriations as have not been fully
expended.
The Departments and Institution,
that exceeded
the appropriation
which the Legislature made for them
ore as follows; —

The Bargain Shop

ADJUTANT GENERAL'S DHPT

WITH STOCK AND FIXTURES
Good place for a live man to earn a living, must be sold by

NEXT SATURDAY 12 P. M., OR CLOSED OUT
Leaving for South next Week
Last week for those nice Raisins, 2 pounds for 25 cents,

and Bird's best Flour, good Cocoa I Oc pound, and about

25 pounds more Ginger at I 0c a pound, worth 40c.
Plenty more of those nice Sweet Potatoes you have enjoyed.

I wish

to take this opportunity to thank my many customers for a very profit
able and pleasant summer.—THE BARGAIN SHOP.

F. H. WHITNEY

OWLS HEAD APPROPRIATIONS

IVERYTHING
I0R THE
^HARVEST-

621

Buy by the

nameand

rdvoid mistakes
At Harvest Time When Every Day Counts
the proper tools count. K&W tools are essential.
They are dependable;—Embody most advanced

3W

BANKERS 1

t

harvesting ideas.

I

SHARES
Full Information on Request

I
U

HENRY L. DOHERTY A CO.

I

S. A. DAHLGREN

.

CAMDEN. ME.

"

LONG WEAR
GOOD APPEARANCE

EXPERT TAILORING
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Value woven into the cloth
Value tailored into the garment
Value expressed by smart style
If you innint on quality and yet want
evoaony -lou'll yet both here

' * r-»

NEX-ENGLANB ELOTHJNU HOUSt

& PARK THEATRE*
|fg
;p
Ip

|

,{

Note—Pictures up to next Saturday’s transferred
to Empire Theatre.
Today: Mary MacLaren in “The Wild Goose’

Thursday-Friday
CATHERINE CALVERT

Wednesday
THE BRONZE

—IN—

BELL

“THE HEART of MARYLAND”

A smashing tale of a
dare devil Yank, who
was forced to lead a
mutiny
because
he
looked like a murdered
Prince.
j

Screen version of the famous play. The
bell scene of the Belasco play has been re
produced. For this scene a real church and
bell were used and the heroine swung over
the housetops facing real danger in order
that the spectacular thrill might be produced.'
...... . »i

PARK THEATRE

ONE NIGHT ONLY
THURSDAY

Oct. 6

(NCrTA CONCERT OR MOVING PICTURE)

Direct from Plymouth Theatre, Boston, and Jefferson
Theatres TRIUMPHS!!
"The John McCormack of comic opera.”—N. Y. World

DIVIDENDS

Winii Mi and Mrs. trank Yattaw
arrived in JMartinsvilh Sunday with
1he balance of their house hold belong
ings they found that tin? house for
which they had negotiated had burned
Hat, and that tin rest of tinir furni
ture and their winter’s supplies had
been destroyed. They had no insur
ance. The hou • was owned by <’.
Skinner, form* r k« t per of tin Mar
shall’s Point Light, no d»»d having
passed. It is b< liwed that tin lire was
get.

-

means

For $16.00

only a few pounds of the I 5 cent Coffee left, Peerless

@

A few days after Governor Baxter
bx)k tlie oath of office, he called to
gether the heads of all State departmeats and State institutions and told
them that he expected them to live
within whatever appropriations the
Legislature gave them for their work.
1
The Uovernor amptsselxed the fact
that the Legislature was in session
at the time, and that the Legislature
directly represented the people. He
also told the heads of these depart
ments and institutions that the Legis:store Imposed the taxes and the de
partments and lnstltutioos are re
sponsible for how they are spent.
The Governor said that he would
not bo responsible for overdrafts It
departments and institutions ex- f
ceeded their appropriations. The Gov- .
ernor wanted the fact made clear to
everybody that the practice of ask
ing the Governor and Council to pro
vide large sums of money to meet
deficits should be discontinued, and
that he felt that the Connett should
This eminent hoosier hns for years
not take unto Itself the power of an
been acclaimed one of the greatest of
appropriating body.
American authors.
“The Turmoil,”
The departmental and institutional “Seventeen” and the Penrod stories,
heads assured the Governor they aro only a few of the many from his
would conform to his plans, and the pen
have made fame, popularity
result In moat cases has been satis- nn,[ wealth for him. In 1919 his work,
factory. In the past there has been “The Magnificent Ambersons,” won the
a tendency for departments and in- Pulitzer prize for the best story puhstitutlons to use up the last dollar of »shed during the year, “presenting the
their appropriations given them by wholesome atmosphere of American
the legislature, but Governor Baxter
«■“»
b'Kh"tm8tna“dJ?
. American manners and manhood. His
believes that atric. economy should u,e ,.TJie oriole.” which you will
be exercised in state affairs, just as have an opportunity to follow In serial
in private affaire. He is of the opinion fornj i„ this paper, is one of those fasthat If it appears that a balance Is to ctnntlng, extremely humorous deplcbe left in an appropriation, the expen tlons cf child life which best Illustrate
ditures of that department should be bis talents.
carefully watched so that that balance
may be saved and used for some
OWL’S HEAD
other proper purpose. Governor Bax
ter does not want his administration
R. F. Hussey has returned to Everett
to have a deficiency bill which the after two weeks' vacation at his. cotnext Legislature would have to pay.
In other words, when the Legislature
Miss Jennie Pillsbury of Portland
decrees that a fixed amount of money spent the weekend at C. M. Rogers'.
is to be appropriated from the State
Carl and Hazel Reed of Rockland
Treasury for a given purpose, the mat- and Nellie Reed are spending the
ter should end there. That is all that week in West Tremont.
—...
should be spent for .K.,
that _
purpose
un-I' Jack o' lanterns ar< the older ot
,
,
,
the day for the children.
leas a real emergency arise, after the. Ther<? wag a gQod atlendall(.e abthe
Legislature adjourns.
{Sunday school this week. We would
Governor Baxter informed the heads like to see all tlie children there.
of the State departments and instl-j Th. Salvation Amr is to hold n
tutions that he planned to take the meeting ,'n thsq rt Wednesdo
public Into his confidence and give evening, followed by ?. meeting in the

them an account of his stewardship
wais , us . („r ,.„e ,
for the first six months' period of his lirst .in„. in
m,. m,. i
ORDERS TAKEN THIS WEEK DELIVERED
administration. Tho following figures tinicus, for the lobster fisherman i<.
show what has been accomplished. A actually afraid of him—ar.d rikT.t he
statement that the Auditor prepared should be, for the warden is backed by
at the request of the Governor shows •> rls‘'1 “"•» «tritt h.w ready to be . n. a no
a
1
.forced. The wardens official visits
tha 263 seportf* approprUtions were around thig y|c
are
f(.w afi
made by the Legislature for the first eompai.pd t),
,.„lrK wIl,
six months of the year 1921. The total lralm. frequently and often slyly, but
appropriations made by the 1921 Leg- if he should come—blooey! ns one
SHERIFFS SEIZE STILL
Islature amounted to 62,507.512.17. j man says, “you might as well '«•
ROCKLAND
The total amount of overdrafts dur- hanged.” We are glad to think that
While searching Saturday for clues
Ing this six months' period amounted:'”1 shorts are being saved near here,
to the burglary of the Booth Bros,
LOAN AND BUILDING
to 541.689.87. In this overdreft Item because we want a good lobster boslstore at Long Cove Sheriff Thurston J
for at least ten more years. The
and Deputy Sheriff Kalloch received
ASSOCIATION Is included 6203.49 for Pensions to' ncss
Maine State law this year has made
a tip that Jack Sullivan was operat
retired
employees
as
provided
by
law
'
he
|jv||
—HAS PAID—
warden indispensable.
ing a still in Smalley town. Returning
and for which no appropriation was
A special feature of the- week will
to Rockland they obtained a' search
made by the legislature; 6722.17 for be oil Wednesday night when the
5/2%
warrant, on the strength of which they
the special emergency railroad rate in Rockland Salvation Army Dorps will
found a crudely mad* still in the
SINCE 1907
vestigation; and 51321.86 for complet eonducta real old fashioned "blood
chamber of the house occupied by
Sullivan. The apparatus is said to Shares in the 68th Series now on sale ing the Biatne Memorial which was and lire*’ open air meeting on the
have been thrown out of the window
begun in 1920 and which had been fl’tg|i,>|e green at 7.30. followed liy an
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER
as the officers were about to take pos
only partially completed After de all alive i hapel molding at 8. Every
body is heartily invited to attend. Col
session. The still was brought to
ducting these items there Is left an lections will tie taken at both meet
Office 407 Main Street
Rockland, however, and was figuring
actual overdraft of 339,442.36 for ings. lads of live music and songs.
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
in the trial which was in progress
which the departments and institu
The dance tit the Hain hall Satur
when this paper went to press.
tions of this administration are re day night was a great success. The
sponsible. To meet this overdraft serving of hot dogs at intermission
money* will be taken from the State drew .an unusually large crowd and
Contingent Fund, which is made up the music by the Young trio was
of lapses that accumulate from such much appreciated.

FIRE IN MARTINSVILLE

Owls Head h* Id an adjourned town
meeting last night at whi h these ap
propriations v.' ii- mad* :
Schools.
s.aio«i; Star- Aid road, .<1000; text
hooks, $?.•.
Tin S'l .< t men were
authorized to pledge tho town’s credit
for such sums as may. in their dis
union, be necessary to nivet tlie re
quirements of the paiip* r department
aud general expenses. Tin schoolhouse was crowded, and tin a <■ was not
a dissenting vo a, .although a free
tflocusnion of all matters. Work on
tin- Stab r > »<1 began this morning.

-7,

Our I 76 Page Book on T hings Agricultural is a big help.
Send for a copy. It's free. Ask your dealer for K & W
goods. Write us; if none in your town.

Kendall & Whitney, Portland, Me. — £»(.
*

TIME TO THINK OF WINTER WORK

1858

SUPPLIES.

‘

Office expenses
632.10
ATTORNEY GENERAL'S OFFICE.
Salaries A Clerk Hire
154.73
General Office Expensee
56L18
Inheritance Taxes—Salary and
Expenses
13.37
BOARD OF PRISON COMMISSION
ERS.
State Probation Officer
265.22
BLAINE MEMORIAL—(To complete
work begun In 1920 and-left un
finished.)
1,321.86
COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE
Salary and Clerk Hire
104.11
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
Education of the Blind
51.19
Emloyeea Pensions (No appro
priation by Legislature)
203.49
Ra ilroail I n v nstigatkm (Special
—an emergency)
723.17
HOSPITAL TRUSTEES
Expenses
*19.27
LIVE STOCK SANITARY OOMMIK
SION
Condemned Animals
18.892.45
NORTHERN MAINE SANATORIUM,
Presque Isle
Maintenance
5,864.56
PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
Steamboat Inspectors
730.29
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES
Office Expenses
465.03
Pay and Expenses of Wardens 867.37
STATE REFORMATORY FOR MEN,
South Windham
Maintenance
735.6S
STATE BOARD OF CHARITIES AND
CORRECTIONS
Board and Care of Neglected Chil
dren
9,383.47

SUPREME JOTTClffl. AND SUPE
RIOS COURTS.
Expenses of Justices
TUBERCULOSIS TRUSTEES
Expenses
TREASURER OF STATE
Office Expenses

99.3?

251.25
361 66

Total
641.689.87
There figures show the people of
Maine bow their financial affairs have
been conducted daring the first six
months of 192L It la a matter of impartanoa for the jeopin to aunty these

figures so they will understand the
State's financial condition. The total
amount of overdrafts of 641,689.87
herein shown are more than offset
by savings that have been made in
the appropriations of other depart
ments and institutions that have not
been expended in full. The total ap
propriations made by the Legislature
amounted to 62.507,512.17.
Of this
appropriation $508,210.86 haft not been
spent. After deducting tho overdraft
of 541.689.87 from tho unspent appro
priation it appears that a net saving
of 6476.620.99 for the first six months
of 1921 has been made by this admin
istration. There are always some bills
that como in late and have to be
taken care of, but In so far as there
is any record of outstanding obliga
tions all bill: have been included In
tho within statement. The present
administration, however, has been
called upon to take the sum of $114.479.40 from the Contingent Fund to
pay bills incurred previously to Jauuary 1. 1921.
kYom this statement it appears that
the State's financial condition i?
sound, that ail departments and institutions have been properly cared for.
that 6476.620.99 have been saved from
the appropriations, notwithstanding
the fact that a reduction ot 49% hns
been made in th" State tax, without
including the Soldiers' Bonus, charges.
A reduction of 38% of the tax has
been made If the Soldiers’ Bonus Is
charged against this present adminis
tration. The actual saving In tho State
tax Ir 49%-, howevor, for a Soldiers'
Bonus is an unusual charge and can
not be considered as one of the regu
lar and usual items which an admin
istration is expected to meet from ita
ordinary income.
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IRISH EYES"
Gorgeous scenic production in 3 acts and 6 scenes.

HEAR MR. SCANLAN'S NEW SONGS

“MAVOURNEEN”
“MY GALWAY ROSE”
“THE ROAD TO MY LOVE”
“AN IRISH SONG WILL LIVE AS LONG
AS LIFE AND LOVE SHALL LAST”
“KATHLEEN”
“JUDY, YOU’RE THE JUDY OF THEM ALL”
Special numbers on Irish harp and bagpipes

PRICES (back to normal) $1.50, $1.00, 75c
2I-27-29 & 1

time

j

'
1

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

j

ROCKLAND. MAINE

Get Your Stomach Right
Stomach misery, and indigestion are
promptly
relieved
with
Mi-O-Na
Stomach Tablets. At all Druggists on
money buck plan.—Adv.

Breathe In Health
That cough or cold in the head can
be ended easily by Hyomci. No stom-j|
ach dosing. Breathe it through the:
nose and mouth. Money bad. it it I
fails- All Druggists.—Adv.

Deposits of ONE DOLLAR or more may be made on
any business day during office hours.
.

1
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

MOVING
ANY-TIME
ANYPLACE
ANY-WHERE
We have just put into service a new Packard Three-Ton Truck,
on giant pneumatic tires. We can givo you service and save you
crating, time and money. Latest up-to-date equipment We move
you enywherc in New England.
Just say “Moving,” we do the rest. We will guarantee you never
had to much pleasure In moving.

H. H. STOVER & CO.
TELEPHONE 219—740.

NIGHT PHONE 746.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27,

talk of too town

To Be Carried On In the First Baptist
Sunday School.

Repl 27—Rtrart Railway Relief Aaaoclatlon'a
annual hall at Oakland Park

Fuller - Cobb-Da^i s

Sept. 27, 28, 28—North Knox Fair meet* In
Onion.
Oct. 1—(Football) Rockland High ts. Lin

meets with

Oct. 2—Standard Time resumed In Rockland.

RUGS

Oct. 3—City Government meeting.
On. 4-8—Lincoln County fair meet* In
Damariscotta.
On. 5—Tranquility Grange Agricultural As
sociation meet* In Lincolnville.
Oct. 6—"Irish Eyes,” featuring the singing
comedian, Walter Scanlan, at Park theatre.
On. 8-8—Maine Music Festival at Bangor.
Oct. 18-12—Maine Music Festival at Portland
Oct. 18-13—New England Branch Annual
meeting of the W. F. M. 8. at Rockland M. E.
Church.
On. IS—Llmerock Valley Pomona Orange
meets with 8t George Grange.
Oct. 15—Bates ts. Colby, In Waterville,
championship game.
On. 21—'Meetings of Rockland Lodge of Per
fection and Princes of Jerusalem.
Oct. 22—Maine vs. Bates, In Lewiston; Bow
doln va. Colby, In Brunswick, championship
games.
Oct. 24 (7.38 p. m l—Opening of Woman’s
Educational Club, Gov. Baxter speaker.
Oct. 28—Maine vs. Colby In Waterville, cham
pionship game.
Nov. 5—Bowdoln ts. Maine, In Orono, cham
pionship game.

36x70 inch Axminster Rug, $6.00 and $8.00
27x54 inch Axminster Rug, $3.75 and $5.00

4 ft. 6 in. x 6 ft. 6 in. Axminster Rug, $12.00 and $15.00

6 ft. x 9 ft. Axminster Rug, $21.00 and $28.00
7 ft. 6 in. x 9 ft. Axminster Rug, $27.00 and $35.00

9 ft. and 12 ft. Axminster Rug, $40.00 and $55.00

The Rockland Motor Mart has de
livered a Buick 4 touring car to John
Schrader of Thomaston.

Grass Rugs. Every size from
the small Door Mat to the 9 ft.
x 12 ft. The large sizes we
have cut the prices on them
from $15.00 and $18.00 to
$10.00.

Mrs. P. E. Truesdale of Fall River,
Mass, is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
George Roberts at Pleasant Beach.

The family of Harry Pearsons, which
has been spending the summer at
Crescent Beach, returns to Bridgeport,
Conn, tomorrow,
Charles E. Bicknell received another
large consignment of spruce timber
and spars Saturday, with the arrival
of the H. T. Co.’s barge No. 7, from
Salmon River.

material are unlimited—Tapestry, Velours, Velvets, Corduroy.

What happens when an Irresistible
objects meets an Invincible object? At
Rally Day Sunday the school of the
First Baptist church was divided, pre
paratory to an airship contest for new
members, to begin next Sunday, with
R. S. Sherman as captain of the “Irresistibles” and John M. Richardson cap
tain of the “Invlncibles.” If both sides
live up to their names the affair If
likely to prove interesting. The los
ing side will serve a banquet to their
successful rivals; the class having thi
highest number of points will win the
banner of honor; and the individua
scoring the highest will be presented
with a reward. Each class will have
an airship flying on the large map of
the world hanging over the platform
nd the progress of the flight will b'
marked every Sunday.
Sixteen classes with an attendance
of -237 marched into the auditorium
Sunday for the rally exercises. Each
class performed some surprise stunt,
the Men’s Class by general consent
carrying off the honors. There were
class cheers, class programs, class
songs, approved with long rounds of
applause. Two new classes were ad
mitted to the Sunday school and Supt
Charles II. Morey announced as the
goal for the school an attendance of
300.
At the morning service tho pastor,
Rev. B. P. Browne, presented 30 mem
bers of the junior congregation with
hand-painted Bible mottoes as rewards
for special attendance through the
summer season, those receiving the
awards
being
Louise
Anderson,
Theresa Brodis, Charlotte Browne,
Edna Gregory, Wilma Carroll, Rita
Packard, Henrietta Libby, Lois Libby,
June Brewer, Evelyn Brodis, Janet
Nevins, Victoria Curry, Gilbert Ander
son, Beth Hagar, Helen Leach, Jean
Scott, Marion Richardson, Wlnola
Rlchan. John Scott, Foster Fifleld,
John Anderson, Reginald Prescott
Kathleen Nogworthy, Rosalind Tow
ers, Marion Anderson, Paul Browne,
Ralph Chaples, Jr., Rachel Browne,
Maurice McKuslc, Gordon Spurting
Richard Snow. The efficient superin
tendent of the Junior congregation is
Miss Eleanor Griffith.
CLOSE CONTESTS

Have you visited our Department on the Second Floor.
Have you seen our Lamps, China, Baskets, Chairs,

News was received here yesterday
of the sudden death of Henderson E.
Nash, which took place in Damaris
cotta yesterday, after an illness of
only a few hours. The deceased was
formerly a locomotive engineer in the
employ of the Maine Central Railroad,
and for some years past has made his
home with his son, Ellis W. Nash, in
Damariscotta. He had a great host of
frlendA in this city.

Two Tie* in Sweepstake Golf Tour
nament—First Honor* Went To

Clocks. Well worth your time.

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

The World Wide Guild will have a
picnic supper at the First Baptist
church Thursday at 6 o'clock, followed
by a work meeting. Those planning to
have supper should please notify Mrs
Chaples or Miss Packard.

Notwithstanding the fact that the
Knox Pomona meeting of last S^jur
day was smaller in numbers than is
usually the case, it was not only an
extra good session but a lively one.
Many members were busy harvesting.
Next Saturday Knox Pomona holds
another
meeting,
with
Highland
Grange, East Warren, and Kate B,
Ellis of Fairfield will deliver a lecture,

Let our Upholstery Shop
help you get your home ready
for Fall and Winter. Lace
Curtains, Scrim Curtains. The
much advertised Quaker Laces
among the same is the "Tus
can” Lace. Have you seen it?

Our Upholstery Department—The recovering your furniture can
be done with no care to you, we’ll send for and return it. Our lines of

The name ‘‘East Coast," which has
figured so conspicuously on the Rock
land water front the past two years
has disappeared, and In its place looms
the name of the reorganized corpo
ration—Deep' Sea Fisheries, Inc.

The section of the Tillson avenue
retaining wall, which is being rebuilt
by A. L. Carleton, is nearly completed,
and when this is done, Commissioner
Ross will restore sidewalk communi
cation In a jiffy. Work on the Olover
Co.’s new planing mill will then pro
ceed rapidly.

Axminster Rugs, Tapestry
Rugs, Grass Rugs,
Ray Rugs.

All cost Less at Fuller-Cobb-Davis

This Week’s Weather
Weahrr predictions for the week
beginning yesterday, In the North and
.Middle Atlantic States are: Showers
at beginning of week, and again Fri
day; othewlse fair with normal tem
perature.

C. Fred Simmons who lost his black
smith shop in the conflagration which
destroyed the W. H. Glover Co.’s steam
mill, hus resumed operations on the
same site in a newly erected building
which admirably answers his purpose.
The building's walls and roof are cov
ered with the Neponset 9hingle design,
coyed with slate, which gives a Are
resisting surface.
Mr. Simmons is
glad to -get back Into the harness
again, and his anvil chorus makes
merry music.
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“AIRSHIP CONTEST”

MMIM HEIOHBORHOOS EVERTS

coln Academy, Broadway eround.
On. 1—Knox Pomona Grange
Highland Grange, Eaat Warren.

©
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Set your clocks back one hour next
Susan B. Thompson, well known in
Saturday night. Daylight saving ends Rockland and Bath police circles, was
the first Sunday in October,
sentenced from Superior Court in
Portland last week to one year und
E. H. Dickey, refreshed by a fort six months in State Prison on a charge
night's vacation rejoined his division of allowing prostitution in her home.
in The Courier-Gazette’s linotype bat
tery yesterday.
Earl C. Dow, who completes his
duties with Deep Sea Fisheries, Inc.,
Menander Dennett, postmaster of this week, will devote his full time to
Lewiston, and pleasantly remembered the local agency of the Eastern Ca.suhere as a humorous reader, died Sun- 'alty Insurance Co., an old line stock
day, after a year's illness.
i company having a capital of 8100,000.
Mr. Dow attended the recent convenA special communication of Aurora tion in Boston and had the time of his
Lodge F. & A. M. will be held Wednes young life revelig amid the luxurious
day evening. "Father Ben" has the hospitalitywith which the delegates
Gtage all set for the third degree. Re were surrounded.
freshments. Nuf sed.
Grafton
Wolfe of Warrenton and
Patrons of Park Theatre are again his guest. James Reed of Brookline,
reminded that the picture attractions Mass., left Friday for Matinicus in
for the first five days of this week are a sail-boat. Misunderstanding as to
transferred to Empire Theatre, while the time of their return resulted in
renovations are being made.
what happily proved to be an unneces
sary scare. Yesterday morning the
Gladys E., little daughter of Melvin Coast Guard Station at Whithehead
Pendexter, who was knocked down and was asked to investigate, and from
run over by an automobile on Pleasant this source it was learned that the boat
street one day last week, is still suf had been seen nt Matinicus.
The
fering considerably from the accident. young men arrived home later in the
The bones in all her toes on the left day.
foot were broken.

At a meeting of the young people of
The cake sale given by the nurses the First Baptist church Sunday
of Knox Hospital at the store of evening a Christian Endeavor society
Fuller-Cobb-Davis was supplemented was formed with the following officers:
by generous money donations, and President, Miss Eda Knowlton; vice
netted the handsome sum of 8224. The president—Carroll Boardman; corre
proceeds will go toward the benefit of sponding secretary—Miss Marjorie
the hospital. Mrs. Whiting and all of Sawyer: recording .secretary—Miss
the nurses worked hard to make the Helen Gregory; treasurer, Elizabeth
affair a success, and are as pleased Colburn. Wednesday evening at 7.30
and surprised with the results as their a meeting of the officers and commit
friends will be when they read this tees will be held at the vestry to con
item.
The nurses are also much fer with the pastor concerning plans
pleased with the generous gift of a for the winter. All members of com
Lights were turned on Saturday sewing machine by John O. Stevens of
mittees are requested to be present.
evening in the new annex of the Maine Ihe Burpee Furniture Co.
Music Store, and many visitors called
Pending the construction of the
to express their admiration of what
ANNOUNCEMENT.
is now the finest music store in East ..?.n®x_County c‘n«r»l Hospital, September 26, Richards & Robbins new office and
ern Maine. The annex was formerly 1921. Our Cake Sale was a huge success. We coal pockets, orders should be left at
the Norcross drug store, and gives Wish to thank every one that lu any way helped either of the company’s markets. Coal
is being delivered this week at 816 t
the Maine Music Co. an additional
Knox County General Hospital Nurses.
ton—the lowest price in the city.—adv
floor space 18x60, as well as an ad
ditlona. basement of the same space,
The new plate glass front, corre
spondlng with the new front of the
old store, makes a wonderfully effec
live display window. The walls have
been tinted in a tasteful shade, and
new fixtures have been installed. The
annex is used wholly for pianos and
Victroias, and the large room at the
rear, separated by folding doors,
used for the demonstration ot player
pianos. In the old store additional
spacp will be given to Victor records
while the basement will be devoted
to used pianos. The Maine Music Co
ND the Hunting Season commences in dead
was established In 1890, and the busi
ness passed to the present owners
earnest. That day ushers in the open season in
four years ago, with Louis A. Flckett,
the Northern Counties on DEER and in Knox County on
one of the proprietors, as the manager
The new firm had been in control
PARTRIDGE, WOODCOCK and RABBITS.
only six weeks when the block, corner
of Main and Limerock streets, was
Perhaps, in looking over your equipment for the com
destroyed by fire. The concern moved
ing season, you find you will need only shells or a
into temporary quarters, and later,
when it became established in the
ckaning
rood or new flashlight batteries.
Wilson & White block it was with the
understanding that the firm should
Perhaps this is your first season and you need outfitting
have the Norcross store as soon as it
was vacant. Manager Fickett has in
from a Parker to a waterproof match box, and from a
mind for the fall and winter a num
Kamp Kook stove to a shell vest.
ber of demonstrations, concerts and
surprises.

Detective Kalloch has been wearing
out lots of shoe leather lately In a
search for the man who has been ter
rorizing the community known as the
Gxton district. His latest act was to
enter the house of Mrs. Alvin Oxton,
which he ransacked freely, leaving
club downstairs and another upstairs
after locking the watch dog Into
closet. A suspicious looking man has
been seen by several persons, but he
always vanishes quickly.

Saturday

October First

A

Mrs. Copping, teacher of Vocal Cut
ture and the Art,of Singing is at
home after a period of study and ob
servation in New York studios. She
will receive pupils on and after Oct.
1 at her studio, 39 Llmerock street.
in-lie

In either case you will purchase where your entire
needs may be satisfied, and naturally, you will turn to

Sportsmen’s Headquarters

Thomas Sporting Goods Co.
ROCKLAND. MAINE

Mrs. Ellen Crocker, Medium, will be
at 31 Union street from Sept. 23 until
further notice, to give readings and
treat the sick. Tel. 799-M.
112-tf

Leslie Steward was again at liberty
from the county jail, for a short time
Sunday, taking advantage of his cell
door being open for a few moments
while one of the men was cleaning the
corridor. He was recaptured by the
turnkey's son, Sherman Rokes, and
Alden Ulmer, Jr.

A sample of the new electric lights
with which it is hoped to equip Main
street has been erected at the corner
of Main and School streets, and the
current will probably be turned on
tonight. The globe surmounts a steel
pole and will contain a 600 watt lamp,
which will furnish a very white light,
with no glare. The present arc lights
have 350 watt ’power, while the in
candescent lights are only 75 watts.
Rockland at present has the poorest
lighted Main street of any sizeable
city In Main, and there could be no
better advertisement for the business
section than the proposed "white way”
system.
The Past Exalted Ruler’s Associ
ation of Rockland Lodge, B. P. O. E„
held
its
semi-annual outing
last
Wednesday at Port Clyde, with about
14 of the members present. A nice
chicken dinner was served at Mrs.
Brennan's hotel, following which there
were exercises, including music, read
ings by John A. Karl, and F. J. Simon
ton’s description of his trip to the
Grand Lodge in California. On the
return trip a fire was sighted and it
was with much difficulty that Mr. Karl
was restrained from going to the
rescue.
He was reminde dthat his
jurisdiction did not extend that far,

Buffum.

The annual sweepstakes golf tour
nament of the Rockland Country Club
resulted Saturday in two ties, and the
players and spectators alike forgot the
almost unseasonable heat in their in
terest over the outcome. The regular
club handicaps were applied.
The contest for first honors was a
very spirited one, and left David H.
Buffum and Raymond Duff on an even
footing with a score of 80 each. Nine
extra holes were played, and even then
the contest was not decided until the
last hole and the last stroke of the
match. Second prize went to Mr. Duff.
Ties being fashionable in this match,
M. E Wotton and James F. Carver
were obliged to play an extra round to
see who should have third place. Mr.
Wotton was winner of the play-off.
There were 20 entrants for the
sweepstakes contest, the prizes being
golf balls.

MRS. BESSIE COHEN

WIGHT’S “sTOBE^
• ■
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■ ■
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We are all set for winter now. No trains into town
after dark,boats three times a week,daylight saving gone
and most people hope for good, unless every town has it.
We are just as bad off as they are at Molunkus, Caratunk
and Macwahoc, just the same as Swan’s Island, if they
had a cable, and everybody in Rockland ought to help
them try for it. No use to talk about bridging the Ken
nebec if there are no trains to go over. No one to get the
merchants together to protest. Lots of merchants fear
they would get indicted for maintaining a nuisance.
But what is the use, let’s get quiet and knit and play
bridge and talk among ourselves, about what we eat and
where to get it. We have a special price on John P.
Squire’s Pure Lard of 14*/2« in 35 pound tubs, 16c in 10
pound tubs, 17c in I pound packages.
14*/2C for Compound Lard in 10 pound tubs
16c a pound for small lean Smoked Shoulders, also
Squire’s Arlington Pork Sausage and Frankforts in
one pound packages.

Green Tomatoes................................................................... 25c apeck
Ripe Tomatoes.............................................................4c a lb.
Preserving Pears................................................................... 50c apeck
Apples....................................................................................... 35c apeck
Pie Pumpkins.................................................................10c each

500 free packages of Muller’s Maccaroni, one to every
customer that makes a purchase.
Rinso—you know, 4 packages for 25c all the week and
Lux too, 3 for 30c.

Claremont Coffee in all its strength and superb flavor,
is selling stronger every day. This Coffee has been sold
by us 5 years and is a leader. Just try a pound and
always use it.
Dried Beef......................................................................15c a jar
Seedless Raisins, full pound............................................ 26c
New Sage Cheese....................................................... 36c pound
Fancy Red Salmon.............. 25c a tin. One of the best
500 cans Fancy Tomato Soup.... 7c can, 4 cans for 25c

DRUG DEPARTMENT
Tanlac ,........................................................................................ 95c
Nujol.........................................................................................$1.05
Golden Medical Discovery........................................... $1.00
Swamp Root ............................................................................51c
Dr. Miles’ Anti Pain Pills.....................................................23c
Seidlitz Powders .........................................
25c
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.... 50c size 25c; $1.00 size 50c

All These for 25c a Bottle—50c

sizeElectric Bitters;
$1.00 size Sirolin; 75c, Rheuma; $1.00 size Klink's
Catarrah Cure; 50c size Lee's Rhubarb Laxative.

All 15c each—Dewitt's Golden Liniment; Pisco’s
Cough and Cold Remedy; C. & C. Liniment; Mrs.
Dinsmore’s Cough Balsam; Dr. Hand’s Cough and
Croup Remedy; Green’s Syrup of Tar; DeWitt’s
Cough Syrup; DeWitt’s Cold Tablets; Weeks’ Break
Up a Cold Tablets; Bee's Cough Syrup; Hobson’s
Whooping Cough Syrup; Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup;
and a dozen others and a hundred 25c and 50c articles
at 10c each.

Mrs. Bessie Cohen of Willow street
who has been In an unconscious con
dition at Silsby Hospital since Sept.
17, has a well defined case of sleeping
sickness, according to Dr. Abram My
erson, professor of neurology at Tufts
college, who was here Saturday in con
sultation with Dr. G. L. Crockett, the
attending physician. Nourishment is
administered at stated intervals and
there has been no apparent change in
BORN
the woman's condition. It is the first
—Warren, Sept. 18, to Mr. and Mrs
case of sleeping sickness to be reported LeeFarris
Farris, a BOD.
in this section of Maine.
Later: Mrs. Cohen died this morn
MARRIED
ing.
Rtover-Calderwood,—Rockland, Sept. 26, by

The! Wight Company

Harry D. Phillips was delivering
Consolidated Baking Co. bread at an
unusually speedy clip yesterday, after
a week’s vacation. At Andrews Island
he was the guest of William Colby,
and devoted his spare moments to re
hearsing a new battlecry for the Twi
light League games next season. The
sad sea waves told him which team
is going to win the pennant and every
time he drew a trap.

This is entrance day for Union Fainr
but the real fun does not begin until
tomorrow -when there will be races In
the 2.38, 2.28 and 2.24 classes, with
purses aggregating 8606. Thursday’s
races will be in 2.24 and 2.14 classes,
with purses aggregating 8600.
Well
known horsemen who have filed entries
for the two days’ races are H. C. Buz
zell, Belfast; J. II. Hobbs, Camden
J. H. Wincapaw, Lawry: A. M. Strat
top, Albion; Dr. 11. V. N. Bliss, Blue
hill; E 8. Piper, Belfast; Royal R,
Hall, Damariscotta; F. P. Knight,
Rockland; C. L. Moon, Bluehill; H. H.
Blaisdell, East Orland; T. E. Gushee,
Camden; L. C. Bryant. Augusta: Fred
Barlow, Morrill; Malcolm & Towe, Au
gusta; E. A. Winslow, Thomaston; L.
B. Treworgy, Bluehill; W. F. Flagg,
Befast; Maurice Hilton, Waldoboro;
W. M. Berry and John Bryant. There
will be daily airplane flights, and all
sorts of things to amuse young and
od. "There’s always something do
ing at Union Fair."

WHEELER’S BAY
Alfreda Barnes, who has been on a
vacation, has returned to Rockland.
J. S. Allard spent Sunday at home.
Mrs. Abbie Allard of Portland ar
rived Saturday and will live with her
son, J. S. Allard.
Myron Young spent Sunday at J.
H. Barnes'.
Mrs. Harry Allard, Etta Fuller and
Albion Kenney were In Rockland Fri
ady on business.
Arthur Harrington Is having his
house painted.
Percy and Clifford Dennison were
In Portland Saturday
Mrs. Inez Pearsons and son Wilbur
of Rockport spent thr weekend with
her sn. Percy Dennison, and family.
Guy Martin was in Rockland re
cently.
Victor Dennison spent Sunday with
his family.
A very pleasant picnic was held at
the home of Mr. und Mrs. Horace
Clark last Wednesday.
There was
plenty to eat and a nice time tvns en
joyed by all.

MABEL F. LAMB
Teacher of Piano
Effa Ellis Psrfisld Method
Telephone 786-M.
107Tu&Satll6

Rev. B. I*. Browne, Walter H. Stover and Viola
Calderwood, both of Camden.
Donlan-Carey—Rockland, Sept. 21, John R
Donlan of Waltham, Mass., and Alice E. Carey
of Rockport, Me (Corrected)
Herrick-FernaId—Camden. Sept 4. by Rev T.
M. Griffiths, Dana 0. Herrick and Miss Esther
Ferna Id both of Camden.
Carter-Staples—Rockland, Sept. 17, by Rev.
0. W. Stuart, Ahnon (’. Carter and Amelia
Stapiea, both of Rockland.
DIED

Larrabee—Rockland, .Sept. 26, Mrs. Elizabeth
ard, need nearly 90 years
Howard-Hope, Sept. 26, Mrs Julia A. How
ard .aged nearly 90 years.
Dyer—Vinalhaven, Sept. 23, Stephen II. Dyer,
aged 77 years
Arey—Vinalhaven, Sept. 21, Lewis Arey,
aged 89 years.
The charge for publishing s Card of Thanks
Is 50 cents, cash to accompany the order.
Pcetry published with an obituary Is charged
for st 10 cents a line.

SPECIAL

ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning Monday Oct 2
and until further notice this
store wil close at 5 p. m.,
and 9.30 on Saturdays.

H. H. CRIE & CO.

HARDWARE
456 Main Street,

Rockland

EVERYBODY IS GOING TO

NORTH KNOX FAIR
UNION
AT

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday

September 27, 28, 29
WEDNESDAY’S RACES—2:38, 2:28 and 2:20 CLASSES
THURSDAY’S RACES—2:24 and 2:14 CLASSES

Largest list of entries for many years; and lots of Vaudeville Stunts
between heats.

GOOD

FARM

EXHIBITS

THE COUNTY’S
BIGGEST EVENT

Page Four

NO DEFENSE
Gilbert Parke

1
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houn of shame nnd disgrace. A Jail
bird he was still, but an innocent Jail
bird. He had not killed Errls Boyne.
Besides, It wiped out forever the bar
rier between them. All her blind de
votion to the man was now Justified.
His name and fame were clear. Her
repugnance of the woman was as noth
ing beside her splendid feeling of re
lief. It was as though the gates of
hell had been closet) and the curtains
of beaven drawn for the eyes to see.
Six years of horrible shame wiped
out. aud a new world was before ber
eyes.
This woman who had killed Errls
Boyne must now suffer. She must

Flesh Versus Steel"S flesh harder than steel?”

that’s the question Pro
“I —fessor
FAM-O-us put to

steel in a motor.” And the class
was convinced by the test, for,
Sol’s hands were known to be
pretty soft.
The Professor certainly has a
fine way of proving things ... of
course. FAM-O can’t harm your
motor. It’s made of carefully
tested ingredients that are know
to have qualities that improve
motor operating conditions.
There's nothing in it to cause
any sort of trouble. It’s ab
solutely guaranteed not to harm
any motor or connections in any
way.
Buy your can today. It will
clean out your gas tank, pipe
lines, vacuum tank and car
buretor. Its continued use will
remove carbon from valve seats,
spark plugs and motor. In
creased power and a saving in
gas bills will follow naturally.

low alone he said: “She can't Uve
more than two days.”
"That’s good for her In a way,” answeivd the governor, and ln reply to
the doctor's question why, be said:
"Because she'd be ln prison.”
"What was her crime, your honor?"
"She killed a man.”
"What man?"
"Him for whom Dyck Calhoun was
6ent to prison—Errls Boyne."
“Mr. Calhoun was not guilty,then?”
“No. As soon as the woman ls dead,
I mean to announce the truth.”
"Not till then, your honor?"
“Not till then."
• 1
“It’s hard on Calhoun.”
“Is It? It’s years since he was tried
and condemned. Two days cannot
mutter now.”
j
“Perhaps not Last night the wom
an said to ine: 'I'm glad I’m going
to die.'" Then he added: "Calhoun
will be more popular than ever now."
The governor winced.

“Noreen Balfe,” was the reply of the
ship's doctor. "A good old Irish name,
the class this morning.
CHAPTER XXII.
CHAPTER L—Returning home after a though you can see she comes of the
Some of the boys looked a little
■ay's shooting, Dyck Calhoun, rifted lower ranks of life.
I leave her In
ung Irish gentleman of the time of the
worried. You see the Profes
Then What Happened.
ench and American revolution, meets your hands. I’m a ship's medico, and
sor’s been staying up late nights
An hour after Noreen Boyne bad
Sheila Llyn, eeventeen-year-old girl visit-she's now ashore.”
inc In the neighborhood. They are mutu
tinkering with his Wheezer-Six
been laid In her grave, there was a
As they left the room together they
ally attracted. Sheila never knew her
special Issue of the prlnclpaJ paper
and they were afraid the night
dissipated father,
Errls Boyne,
her met Shelia and one of the daughters
mother having divorced him and resumed
telling all the true facts of the death
work had been going to his head.
of the house. “I’ve come Io see tlie
her maiden name.
of Errls Boyne. It vexed Lord Mallow;
‘‘The No’s have it, then!” chuck
sick woman from the ship If I may,”
CHAPTER n.—Reaching home, Dyck
but he steeled himself to urbanity, and
led the Prof. “That point is
"I’ve Just heard about
finds Leonard Mallow, son ef Lord Mal Sheila said.
he played his part well. He was clever
low, with a message from the attorney her and I’d like to be of use.”
settled.
”
Whereupon
he
pulled
general
summoning
Miles
Calhoun,
enough to see It would pay him to be
The
resident
doctor
looked
at
her
a can of FAM-0 from his pocket
Dyck'e father, to Dublin.
■inwardly gracious to Calhoun. So It
with admiration. She was the most
(he always carries a can with
CHAPTER m —They go to Dublin and
was he made a speech ln the cupltal
there Mallow quarrels with Dyck and a conspicuous figure In the Island, and
him to help out unfortunate
on the return of the general command
duel ls arranged. They fight with swords her beauty was a fine support to her
motorists) and asked Sol Skeptic
and Dyck Is victor,
ing and the troops from subduing the
wealth and reputafi.on. It was like
to step up to the platform.
Maroons, ln which he said: “No one
CHAPTER IV.-Errls Boyne, secretly ln her to be kind In this frank way.
“Hold out yer hand, Sol,” said
in all the king's dominions had showed
French employ, gets Dyck drunk and
"You
can
be
of
great
use
if
you
tries to persuade him to Join ln revolt
the Prof. And he poured a gen
greater patriotism and military skill
against England. They quarrel and Dyck will," he said. "The fever ls not In
than their friend Mr. Calhoun, who
Is overheard to threaten Boyne. While
erous amount of FAM-0 into
the former ls overcome with drugged fectious, I'm glad to say. So you need
had been harshly treated by a mtethe prize pupil’s hand.
Sol
wine, Boyne’s second wife enters the have no fear of being with her—on
taken government.”
• •
room and stabs her faithless husband to
looked
as
though
he
expected
it
account of others."
the heart
—..
A lew hours later, In the sweet gar
to
bum
through
his
hand,
but
"I have no fear," responded Sheila
CHAPTER V.—Houre later the room Is
den of the house where Sheila and
“I Killed Himl
Killed Him!”
nothing happened.
entered and Dyck arrested on a charge of with a friendly smile, “and 1 will go to
her mother lodged, Calhoun came up
murder. He does not know If ho killed
“
There,
”
said
the
man
of
8-oz.
can
$1.00.
Gallon
can
$12.
hear the Ignominy which had been
Boyne or not he was so muddled with her now—no. If you don’t mind. I'd
on the girl whose gentle dignity and
science; “if it won’t harm Sol's
the drugged wine.
prefer to go alone,” she added as she heaped upou Dyck Calhoun's head. Yet
At all dealers. Gordon Mfg.
beauty seemed to glow. *
saw
the
doctor
was
coming
with
her.
hand
it
certainly
won
’
t
harm
the
Go.,
Foxboro,
Mass.
all at once there came to her mind a
CHAPTER VI.—Sheila begs her mother
At first all she said to him was,
to go to Dublin with her to help Dyck
The eyes of the sick woman opened softening feeling. Errls Boyne had
“Welcome, old friend," and at last she
Mre. Llyn opposes the idea. A letter from
Mrs, Llyn's wealthy brother ln America and looked at Sheila. There shot Into been rightly killed by a woman he
said: "Now you can come to the
Invites them to come, and Uve with him, them a look of horror and relief ln
htd wronged, for he was a traitor as
United States, Dyck, and make a new
and they decide to go.—
one. if such a thing might he. A sud' well as an adulterer—one who could
life there.”
CHAPTER VII.—Dyck refuses to enter den energy Inspired her and she drew use no woman well, who broke faith
Presently he said: “I ought to go
any plea to tho charge of murder except
"No Defense." He might have escaped herself up ln bed, her face gone with ell civilized tradition, and re
where you wish me to go, for you
hy revealing Boyne’s treachery but re ghastly.
verted to the savage. Surely the wom
came to me here when I was rejected
fuses to do so. on Shelia’s account He ls
“You are Sheila Boyne, aren’t you?" an's crime was not a dark one; it was
of men. Your faith kept me alls’e in
sent to prison for eight years. Sheila
writes Dyck, assuring him of her belief she asked in a low, half-guttural note.
injured Innocence smiting depravity,
my darkest days—even when I thought
ln hts Innocence and urging him te come
“I am Shelia Llyn,” was, the aston tyranny nnd lust.
I had wronged you."
to America after hla prison term.
ished reply.
Suddenly, as she looked at the wom
“Then you will come to Virginia
CHAPTER VIII.-Released after serv
“It’s the same thing," came the re an who had done this thing, she, whose
with me—as my husband, Dyck?" She
ing four years. Dyck Is welcomed to free
sponse. “You are the daughter of hand had rid the world of a traitor
dom by his servant, Michael Clones, and
blushed and laughed. "You see I have
a humble friend. Christopher Dogan.
Errls Boyne."
and a beast, fell back on the pillow
to propose to you, for you’ve never
Those two are all who care to remember
Sheila turned pale. Who was this in a faint. With an exclamation Sheila
him. He ls practically destitute, his fa
asked me to marry you. I'm throwing
ther dead and hia estate swallowed by
woman that knew her and her history? lifted up the head. If the woman was
Nothing to Harm--E very thing to Help—Your Motor
myself nt your head, sir, you observe!”
creditors.
"What is your name?" she asked— dead, then there was no hope for Dyck
He gave an honest smile of adora
CHAPTER IX.—In London, almost pen
Calhoun; any story that she—Sheila
tion. “I came today to ask you to be
niless, Dyck receives a letter from Sheila “your real name—what is It?”
“My name is Noreen Balfe; It was —might tell would be of no use. Yet
Inviting him to come to America and
my wife—for that reason only. I
sending money for the voyage. He feels
—------------—
.
Noreen Boyne."
she was no longer agitated In her body.
could not do It till the governor had
he cannot ln honor go to her.
For a moment Sheila could not pet Hands and fingers were steady, and
declared my Innocence. The earth ls
CHAPTER X.—With Michael Clones, her bearings. The heavy scent of the
HERMAN
E.
BROWN
she felt for the heart with firm tin- •
sweeter today than It has been since
Dyck joins the British navy as an en
East Kingston, N. H.
Yes. the heart was still beat- :
listed man. There seems nothing else to flowers coming ln at the window al gers.
time began.”
Fam-0
authorized
Distributor
New
Hampshire
and
Main*
do. Bad conditions ln the fleet result ln
most suffocated her. She seemed to Ing, and the pulse wns slightly drum
He held out his arms, and an Instant
mutiny.
lose a grip of herself. Presently she ming. Thank God, the woman was
later the flowers she carried were
CHAPTER XL—Dyck, Joining the mu made an effort at composure.
“No alive! She rang a hell and lifted up
tineers. ls chosen by them to command
The Flowers Were Crushed to Her
rnontti, and very spick and span—ns Calhoun and wns nonplussed to find
“Is she very Ill?"
the ehlp the Ariadne. Dissatisfied with reen Boyne! You were, then, the sec tlie head of the sick woman.
Breast, With Her Lips Given to Hie.
though he had just stepped out of At- that It had only a stern sort of pleas
the conduct of the other ehips' crews.
"She will not live, I think."
ond wife of Errls Boyne?”
A moment later the servant was
Dyck breaks with them and sails the
mack's; while Calhoun was tough and ure. The eyes of Calhoun met his
“
To
whom
did
she
tell
her
story?"
“
I
was
his
second
wife.
His
first
In
the
room.
Sheila
gave
her
orders
Ariadne toward the West Indies. He ar
crushed to her breast, with her Ups
rives In time to turn the tide of vlbtory
"To Miss Sheila Llyn.”
wife was your mother—you are like quickly, aud snatched up a pencil from virile and with the air of a thorough with no trace of gloom, but with a
given to his.
ln a battle between the French and Eng
outdoor
man.
There
was
in
his
face
The
governor
was
nettled.
“
Oh,
to
valor
worthy
of
a
high
cause
—
tlieir
your mother!” Noreen said In agita the table. Then, on a piece of paper, 1
lish.
A little later she drew from her
the
firm
fighting
look
of
one
who
had
clear blue facing his own with n con Miss Llyn! When did you see her?'
tion.
she wrore the words: “I, not Dyck
pocket a letter. "You must read that."
CHAPTER XII.—Calhoun ls arrested
done tilings nnd could tackle big af stant penetration. Their intense sin
"Just
before
I
came
to
you.
”
The
meaning
was
clear.
Sheila
laid
Calhoun, killed Erris Boyne.”
for his part ln the mutiny but thanked by
she said. “It ls from the great Alex
“What did the woman look like—
the admiral for his work ln the battle.
a sharp hand on herself. "Don’t get
A few moment later, Noreen's eyes fairs—and something more; there was cerity gave him a feeling which did
ander Hamilton—yes. he will be greut;
In
It
quiet
exultation.
not belong to authority. It wus not 1 this Noreen Boyne?”
excited,” she urged with kindly feel opened, and Sheila spoke to her. “1
he will play a wondrous part tn the
CHAPTER XIII.-The British govern
"You have done the Island and Eng the look of a criminal, whatever the
“I do not know; I have not seen
ing. "He Is dead and gone."
have written these words. Here they
ment gives Dyck the freedom of the
life of my new country. Read It,
Island of Jamaica, of which his old en
land
great
service.
Mr.
Calhoun,"
said
man
might
he
—
mutineer
and
murder

her.
”
“Yes, he Is dead and gone.”
are—see them. Sign them.”
Dyck.”
emy. Lord Mallow, ls governor. With a
the
governor
at
last.
er.
As
for
mutineer,
all
that
Calhoun
"Then
liow
came
you
by
the
paper
For a moment Noreen seemed to
She read the words, and put a pen
companion. Dyck secures treasure worth
After he had read It, he said: “He
£10.000 from a sunken Spanish ship, and
"It is tlie least 1 could do for the had fought for had been at last ad witli her signature?”
fight for mastery of her stark emotion, cil In the trembling fingers, and, on
becomes a wealthy and respected planter
wns horn a British subject here In
"Miss Llyn gave It to me.”
and Shelia said, “Lie still. It is all the cover of a book Noreen’s fingers land where I have made my home, mitted by the British government.
these islands, and he goes to help
Anger filled Lord Mallow’s mind,
CHAPTER XIV. - Shelia, with her over. He cannot hurt ns- now.”
Calhoun spoke slowly. “Your hon
traced her name slowly but clearly. where 1 have reaped more than 1 have
Americans
live according to British
mother, comes to Jamaica to look after a
or, you have said what you have a Sheila—why now the way would be
The other shook her head in protest. Then Shelia thrust the paper ln her sown."
plantation she owns, but more than all
principles. With all my sane fellowelse the girl comes to see Dyck.
He
"We know your merit, sir."
right to say to a man who killed Erris open to Calhoun to win—to marry her
“I came here to forget and I find you bosom, und an Instant Inter a nurse,
countrymen 1 am glad the Americans
begs Mrs. Llyn to tell Sheila that Boyne
A sharp, sntlrlcnl look came Into Boyne. But this man you accuse did It angered him but he held himself
sent by the resident doctor, entered.
was her father, which she has never —his daughter.”
succeeded. Do you go to your Virginia
steadily.
known. Mrs. Llyn demurs.
“You find more than his daughter;
"They cannot hnng me or banish me, Calhoun's fare anil his voice rang out not do It.”
nnd I will come ns soon as I have put
“Where Is Miss Llyn?”
you find his first wife and you find for my end has come,” whispered No with vigor. “And because you knew
The governor smiled, for the as
CHAPTER XV.—Lord Mallow, who had
“She Is here, I think. She came my affairs In order.”
my merit you advised tlie crown lo sumption was ridiculous. He shrugged
known the Llyns ln Ireland, attracted by the one that killed him.”
reen before Sheila left
I will not go without you—no, I
Sheila’s beauty and vast wealth, deter
“The one that killed him!’’ said the
In the street of Spanish Town al confine me to m,v estate, and yon a shoulder and a sardonic curl came back when she left me at your door."
mines to win her for his wife. Fearing
“Oh, she left you at my door did will not go," she persisted.
“How did most the first person Sheila saw was would have had me shot If you could. to his lip.
ehe has an affection for Dyck, he decides woman greatly troubled.
"Then we shall be married at once,”
to tell her about her father, but Calhoun you know that?”
she? . . . But let me see the wom
Dyck Calhoun. With pale, radiant I am what I am because there was a
“Who did It, then?”
anticipates him and tells Sheila the whole
he declared.
an
that's
come
so
far
to
put
the
world
“All the world knows It. He was look she went to him. He gazed at Juster man than yourself In Jamaica.
story himself. Loving Dyck as she does,
“If you will come to Ihe house of
the girl Is heartbroken over the situation.
And so It wns, and all the Island
In prison four years nnd since then her strangely, for there was that in Through him I got away and found the general commanding you will see.” right.”
A few moments later they stood In was en fete, nnd when Shelia came
treasure, and I bought land and have
CHAPTER XVI.-Lord Mallow Informs he has been a mutineer, a treasure- her face he could not understand.
The governor wns In a great quan
Sheila he has word from London to keep hunter. a planter and a savior of these
“Come with me." she said, and she helped to save this island nnd your dary. He gasped. “The geueral com the bedroom of Noreen Boyne, they to Dyck's plantation the very earth
Dyck confined to his own estate. He asks
islands!"
moved toward King's house.
He place. Wlmt do I owe you. your hon manding—did he kill Erris Boyne two and Shelia Llyn, the nurse hav seemed to rejoice.
Sheila to marry him and Bhe Is tempted,
And sweetly solitary the two lived
seeing ln the alliance a way out of the
ing been sent out.
The sick woman fell hnck in exhaus obeyed.
For some moments they or? Nothing that I can see—nothing I then ?’’
difficulty, now she knows she can never
Lord, Mallow looked down on the their lives, till one day, three months
tion. At that moment the servant en walked ln silence, then all at once at nil.!*
marry Dyck, but she evades giving him
“Not he, yet tlie person that did tt
a definite answer.
tered with a pitcher of lime Juice. under a magnolia tree she stopped.
"You arc a mutineer, and but that Is In his house. Listen, your honor. haggard, dying woman frith no emo Inter, there came to the plantation
Sheila held a glass of the liquid to
"I want you to read what a woman you showed your courage would have I have home the name of killing Errls tion. Only a sense of duty moved the governor nnd his suite.
CHAPTER XVII.—The Maroons, unruly
When they had dismounted, Lord
blacks, rise ln rebellion and devastate the stark lips. *
wrote who has just arrived In the Is been hung st the yard ann, ns many Boyne, ond I ought lo have killed him, him.
parts of the Island
Calhoun has seen
Mallow said: “I bring you the pay
“
What
Is
It
you
wished
to
say
to
“
Drink,"
she
said
In
a
low.
kind
land
from
England.
She
ls
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proofs
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the uprising Impending, ns have others
of the British government for some
ln the Island, but Lord Mallow has always voice, and she poured slowly Into the ! house of the general commanding.
A cold smile played at Calhoun's tt; but 1 did uot kill him and I did me?” he nsked the patient.
made light of the possibility. Calhoun, patient's mouth the cooling draught.
“Who are you?” came the response thing of what you have suffered, sir,
Taking frotfi her breast the slip of lips. “My luck wns as great ns my not betray him, for he had alive a
against the express order of the governor,
and what will give your lady pay, too,
has sent to Cuba for bloodhounds, the A moment later Noreen raised herself paper, she handed It to him. He read
courage, I know. I have the luck of wife and daughter, und something wns In a frayed tone.
only sane means of fighting the blacks in up again.
I hope. I come with a baronetcy
“
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am
the
governor
of
the
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—
Ennlscorthy
!
”
It with eyes and senses that at first
due to them. He was a traitor and
that wild country. Fearing for the safe
given by the king. News of It came
“All are here that matter," she said. could hardly understand.
ty of Sheila and her mother, Dyck, with
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words
the
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a party, rl(Jes to their plantation. He "And I came to forget!”
“Then I want t0 tel1 y°u t,lat 1 to me only this morning.”
"God ln heaven—oh, merciful God!” winced, for It was by that touch Cal does not mutter that I tell you now,
finds both ladies away, and goes to seek
Calhoun smiled. "Your honor, I can
“What do you remember?" asked he said tn great emotion, yet with a houn had defeated him In the duel for his daughter knows tlie truth. I killed Errls Boyne—with this hand I
them. They have been taken prisoners
by the Maroons. Dyck rescues them.
tnke
no title. I can receive no honor.
Sheila.
killed
him."
She
raised
her
skinny
strange physical quiet.
long ago. It galled him that this man ought to have told it long ago, and If
“I remember all—how he died!"
CHAPTER XVIII.—The bloodhounds ar“This woman was his wife,” Shelia whom he detested could say such I hud I should not hnve been Im band up, and her eyes became glazed. I hnve ended my life under the Brit
rive from Cuba.
Lord Mallow, facing
Suddenly Sheila had a desire to said.
“He had used me vilely and I struck ish flag. I go to live under the Stars
prisoned.’’
.
things to him with truth.
popular Indignation for his supineness In
"and Stripes.”
This woman—did this
connection with the uprising, gives Cal shriek aloud.
He handed the paper back. He con
“You were a brave man, but a fool him down. He was a bad man."
“It was not the luck of Ennlscorthy
houn full charge of the operations against woman then see Errls Boyne die?
The governor was astounded. "Your
quered his agitation. The years of suf that sent Errls Boyne to his doom.” —always a fool,” said the governor
‘‘You let an innocent man bear pun
the Maroons, ln which tlie hounds are
Was she present when the deed was fering rolled away. "They’ll put her
employed.
ishment, you struck at one who did Indy, sir: do you forget your lady?”
lie said with anger ln his mind, for sharply.
done?
But Sheila answered: "The life of
In jail,” he said with a strange re Dyck’s calm boldness stirred the worst
"Not so great n fool that I can’t re you no harm, aud you spoiled his life the new world has honors which have
CHAPTER XIX.—The Insurrection Is
“How did he die?" she asked In a gret. He had a great heart
quickly quelled when the hounds are put
for
him.
You
can
see
that,
can't
ln him. He thought he saw ln him cover from it," was tlie calm reply.
to work. Mallow seeks an answer from
whisper.
naught to do with titles, and 1 will
“No, 1 think not,” was the reply. an exultancy which could only come "Perhaps it was tlie best tiling tliut you?”
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him she cannot marry him, and Informs
Yet she was touched by his compas
The
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’
s
eyes
sought
the
face
ever happened to me, for now I cun
him of her affection for Dyck Calhoun.
he fell like a log.” She made a mo sion nnd thoughtfulness.
“I sail, for Virginia hy the first ship
look tlie world In tlie face. It's made of Dyck Calhoun, and Calhoun said:
At her solicitation, Mallow agrees to ask
tion
as
of
striking,
aud
shuddered,
that goes," said Cnlhoun. "It Is good
the government to grant Calhoun a full
“Why?"
"No, you did not spoil my life, Noreen
a
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of
me.
It
was
a
woman
killed
covered her eyes with ttenibllng hands.
pardon.
here, but I shall go to n place where
“Because she Is going to die—and
him.’* wus Culhoun's added comment. Boyne. You have made IL Not that
“You tell me you saw Dyck Calhoun there is no time fo lose. Come, we
things are better nnd where I shall
1
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the
way
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CHAPTER XX.—A ship arriving from
“Will your liouur come with me and
have work to do. I must decline the
England puts ashore a woman in the last do this to an undefended man—you
will
go
to
Lord
Mallow.
”
.
ing
IL
but
there
it
ls.
As
God's
ln
see her?”
stages of illness. Sheila hears of her con
tell me this!"
baronetcy, your honor. I go to a land
“Mallow!" A look of bitter tri
heaven I forgive you."
dition and goes to see If she can help her.
The
governor
was
thunderstruck.
Sheila’s anger was Justified In her
where the life Is larger, where Britain
The woman ls Noreen Boyne. She knows
umph came Into Dyck’s face. “Mallow
Noreen’s face lost some of Its gloom.
“Where is she?"
Sheila and confesses to the killing of her
mind. That Dyck Calhoun should----shall remake herself."
—ut lass!” he said.
husband, Errls Boyne, live years before.
“
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easier,
”
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said
brok

“As I have told you—In the house
“I did not see Dyck Calhoun strike
"It will tnke some time," said the
Sheila gets the confession in writing. She
enly. "1 can’t atone by any word or
of the general commanding."
shows It to Dyck and together they go
him,” gasped the woman. "I did not
governor tartly.
"They'U be long
CHAPTER XXL
act, but I'm sorry. I’ve kept you from
to Lord Mallow.
Tlie
governor
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abashed.
“
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say that. Dyck Calhoun did not kill
apart.”
'
I
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to
I can go there now. Come.”
Errls Boyne!”
“Rut they will come together at last
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be
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father
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hurt
mine,
(Continued)
“Perhaps you would prefer I should
“My God—oh, my God I” said Sheila
—for the world’s sake."
Lord Mallow frowned on his secre
not go with you in tlie street. Tlie had turned him out of our house for
CHAPTER XX.
with ashen lips, but a great light
[THE END.]
debt, and I tried to pay it all back.
tary.
"Mr.
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to
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’
s
world
knows
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as
a
mutineer,
thinks
breaking ln her eyes. “Dyck Calhoun
When
they
suspected
you
I
held
my
of me us n murderer! Is It fair to
The Coming of Noreen.
did not kill Errls Boyne! Then, who his business?”
peace. I was a coward; I could not
“One can guess, your honor. He’s
your honor?”
The next day came a new element killed him?”
Something in Calhoun’s voice roused say you were Innocent without tell
ln the situation: A ship arrived from
There was a moment's pause, then, been fighting for the Island.”
A Mustard and Turpentine Ointment
“Why should he see me? There Is
tlie rage of Lord Mallow, but lie con ing the truth, and that I could not do
England. On It was one who had “I killed him,” said the woman ln ag
the general commanding.”
trolled It. and said calmly: "Don't then. But now I’ll tell It—I think I’d for Congeetion, Achee, Paine and In
come to Jamaica to act as governess ony, “I killed him."
The secretary did not reply; he knew
talk nonsense, sir; we shall wulk to have told it whether I was dying or flammation. At all Druggists. Price
to two children of the officer com
A terrible repugnance seized Sheila.
not though. Yes, If I'd seen you here 26c, to any address.
his
chief.
And,
after
a
moment.
Lord
gether,
if you will."
.
manding the regular troops In the After a moment she said ln agitation:
PRIEST DRUG CO., Bangor, Me.
Mallowsaid:
“
Show
him
in.
”
At the entrance to the house of the I’d have told ft,* I'm sure. I’m not all
Island. She had been 111 for a week “You kNled him—you struck him
bad."
general commanding, tlie man lo whom
before nearing Kingston, and when down! Yet you let an Innocent man
When Dyck Cnlhoun entered, the
“There's no good going on with
this visit meant so much stopped and
the Regent reached the harbor slse go to prison, and be kept there for governor gave him a wintry smile of
took a piece of paper from Ills pocket. tliut," said the governor sharply. “We
was ln a bad way. The ship's doctor years, and his father go to his grave welcome, but did not offer to shake
“Your honor, here Is tlie name of tlie must take down her statement In writ
was despondent over her; but he was with shame, with estates ruined and hands. "Will you sit down?” he said,
Every few hours swallow
slayer of Errls Boyne. 1 give it to ing, nnd then------ ”
a second-rate man, and felt that per home lost—and you were the guilty with a slow gesture.
slowly small pieces of
“Look, she Is sinking!” said Calhoun
you now to see, so you may not be
haps an Island doctor might give her one—you! all the time.”
Calhoun mude a dissenting motion.
Vicks the size of a pea.
sharply.
ustonished
when
you
see
her.
”
some hope. When she was carried
“It was part of my madness. I was "I prefer to stand, your honor.”
Tlie governor stared at tlie paper.
Melt a little in a spoon
ashore she was at once removed to a coward and I thought then there
The woman’s head had dropped for
This wns the first time the two men
the home of the general commanding were reasons why I should feel no pity had met alone since Dyck had arrived “It Wasn’t the Luck of Ennlscorthy “Boyne's wife, eh?” he said In a ward. her chin wus on her breast,
and inhale the vapors.
strange mood. “Boyne's wife—what and her hand becatue clenched.
at Spanish Town, and there a local for Dyck Calhoun. His father Injured In Jamaica, or since his trial. Cal
That Sent Erris Boyne to Hit Doom.”
Is she doing here?"
doctor saw her. She was thin and mine—oh, badly 1 But I was a coward, houn was dressed In planter’s costume
"The doctor nt once—bring In the
Calhoun told him briefly as he took nurse," said Calhoun. “She’s dying."
worn and her eyes only told of the and I’ve paid the price.”
and the governor was In an officer's from his late experiences In the field.
struggle going on between life and
An instant later tlie nurse entered
A kinder feeling now took hold of uniform. They were ln striking con It was as though he had come to tri the paper back, and added: “It was
death.
Sheila. After all, what the woman trast ln face and figure—the governor umph over the governor. Mallow said accident that brought .us ull together witli Siieila aud in a short time the
“What ls her name?” asked the resi had done gave happiness Into her— long, lnnky, ascetic ln appeardnee, what he had said with malice. He here, your honor, but the huud of God doctor came.
Osar 17 Million Jan Uuri Yuriy
dent doctor.
Sheila’s—hands. It relieved Dyck Cal' very Intellectual save for the riotous looked to see rage ln the face of Dyck Is ln IL"
When later the doctor saw Lord Mal-
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FOOTBALL NEXT SATURDAY.

Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland ron
rxugusta, A§7.00 a. nt.. f7.30a. m.. tl.45p tn.
Bangor, A57.OO n. m., t7.3O a. tn . tl.45 p. m.
Bath. A 57.00 a. m.. t7.3O a. m., |1.45 p. m.,
A 54.:40p.m.

Team To Represent Rockland High Being Hewn Out of
New Material Mostly—Sporting Matters.
The Rockland High School football
nquad got away to a late start, but
is now working hard under the coach
ing of John W. Thomas and “Jerry”
Whitney, both of whom express their
satisfaction at the pep which is being
shown and the progress made. Both
coaches are sacrificing time and en
ergy, to the end that the Rockland
school may make a good showing on
the gridiron this season. The follow
ing schedule has been arsanged:
Oct. 1—Lincoln Academy at Rock
land.
Oct. 8—Camden High at Camden.
Oct. 15—Thomaston High at Thom
aston.
Oct. 22—Lincoln Academy at New
castle.
Oct. 29—Westbrook High at West
brook.
Nov. 5—Morse High at Rockland.
Nov. 12—Camden High at Rockland.
Nov. 19—Thomaston High at Rock
land.
The team this year contains no post
graduates, and will be a light one this
season, having but two candidates
whose weight exceeds 160. J. Burkett,
who is out for tackle, and Hamlin
(Oliver's kid brother), who is out for
center, each weighs 168 pounds. The
other candidates with their weights,
are: Lord (Captain) 145; C, Record,
155: Reed, 156; O. Record, 156; Ayl
ward, 158; O. Sleeper, 145; E. Crock
ett, 155; Chaples O. Crockett, 160;
Chapin, 155; F. Stewart, 135; R. Stew
art, 150; D. Hall, 131; Andrews, 160;
Baum, 150* Titus, 137; Ludwig, 143;
Staples, 133; Pettingill, 142; Snow,
150; Elwell, 140; N. Crockett. 145;
Nosworthy, 138; Massalin, 160; Inger
son. 123; C. Black. 122.
In the lineup this year will be only
members of the 1920 squad: Reed, C.
Record, Lord and Massalin.
Rockland High counts itself for
tunate in having a hustling manager,
Lawrence Miller by name.
There is
no fence on the Broadway ground and
patrons of the games will be asked to
buy tags, which they certainly should
be willing to do, if they care to dee
the games.

Boston . A57.OO a. m.. t7.30a. m.. tl.45 p m
Brunswick. A57.00a. m. |7.30 a. tn.. tl.45.p. m.

Lewiston, A 57.00a. tn , f7.30 a. m., tl-45 p. m
New York, tl.45 p m.
Portland. A47.00 a. m.. f7.30 a. m . fl.45p m
Waterville. A57,00a.m., t7 30a. m . tl.45 p.m.
Woolwich. 5”.00a. m.. t~ 30 a. tn , fl.45 p. m
513U p. in.
t Daily, except Sunday
5 Sunday only
A Passengers provide own ferriage between Wool
wich und Bath.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS.
9-25-21 V. P. & Gen’l Mgr. Gen’l Passenger Agt.

William Koster, a graduate of
Rockland High School, and a depend
able player on its football team, played
right guard for Boston University Sat
urday in the game with Harvard.
• • • *
The Lincoln Academy team, which
plays here next Saturday, defeated
Camden High 12 to 6, in Newcastle
Saturday, and is out for a killing
this season. The Academy eleven wag
green at football last season but
rapidly forged to the front, and in
fact is becoming a worthy foeman in
all branches of athletics. The game
Saturday will be well worth seeing.
• • • •
It would be a strange happening if
Knox county should
furnish four
members of the Bowdoin College var
sity eleven this fall, but it is not al
together unlikely. Dahlgren of Cam
den is bound to be one of the stars.
Standish Perry will probably be back
ln the game after he recovers from
his recent operation, and Charles
Wotton and Charles Berry of Rock
land are both working hard in the
squ^d.
• • * •
This is fhe last week of major
league baseball, and while neither
championship is fully established, it
is quite reasonable to expect that New
York will capture both flags.
• • • •
Lincoln 12, Camden 6
Camden High went to Newcastle
Saturday expecting a hard game, an:l
was not disappointed —in that respect.
Carleton starred for the home team,
making both of Its touthdewns. Cam
den crossed Its rival's gul line once,
the touchdown he r.g n ode by Hanson.
The summary:
Lincoln
Camden
C. Francis, le ........ ........ Io, A. Hanson
Goudy, It .............................. it, Leonard
Robbins, c ............................ c, Callihan
L. Francis, rg ....................... rg. Bowers
Shaw, rt .................................. rt, Warren
Carleton, re .................... .
rt, Thurston
Gay, qb ....................................... qb. Bran
Marsden, lh ................... lh, Calderwood
Burns, rh ................................ rh; Dodge
Karoder, fb ...................... fb, Snowdeal
Touchdowns, Carleton 2, Hanson.
Referee, Turner.
Umpire, McGraw.
Four 12-minute periods.

PARK THEATRE

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.

Professional & Business Can)

Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 8 p m , for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Mondays, Wednesdays
ROCKLRRR. ■■ and Fridays at 5 p in.
HOURS:
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
•tots. b.
Saturdays at 5 a m., Camden 5 45 a ni., Bel
TELEPHONE 171 fast 7 15 a. m., Bucksport 9 a. m., Winterport
to « b.
7 to • i. m.
9.30 a m., due Bangor 10 a m.
Leave Bangor Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat
urdays nt 2 p m , Winterport 2.45 p ni.,
DR. J. C. HILL
Bucksport 3 30 p. m., Belfast 5 p m., Camden
Residence and Office, 266 Main 8tre» ♦i 15 p. in , Rockland 8 p m., due Boston fol
lowing morning about 7 a m.

Office Hourei

Jrs. T. L. & Ruth McBead
Osteopathic Physician* s
M UNION 8TREET, ROCKLAND. PAINS

HOURS: 8:00 A. M. TO 4:00 P. M
EVENINGS A SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMEff'1
TELEPHONE IM
1-tf

Office 400 Mala Street, ROCKLANO, MAINI
Office Houn, until 9 a. in.; I to 4 A 7 to 8 p. at
OFFICE TELEPHONE. 160-W.
Reeldeneo— Mn. Jennie Bird.
TEL. IS0-R

76 MAIN 8TREET, THOMASTON

FURNITURE COMPANY

STONINGTON

L Marcus
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND

k R. CAMPBELL

*

NED L. MORISON, Apple Exp.rt

Henry Thayer & Co., Inc. j

Sptol&l Attwtt^w to Frsbsto MBttovt

CAMBRIDGE 36 — BOSTON, MASS ,

S7I MAIN STREET I I I ROCKLANB. HR

INC.

BOSTON, MASS.

Attorney at Law

EitahUsh.d IS47

H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions, Etc.

VINALHAVEN LINE

Steamer leaven Vinalhaven, dally, except
Sunday, at 7 a. in and 12 30 p. in. fur Rockland.
Returning leaves Riu-kland (Tillaon Wharf)
every week day at 9.30 a. nt. and 3 p nt for
Vinalhaven.

407 MAIN 8TREET
Muon: I to 12 A. M.: I to 8 P. ffi.
Bueldenee. 21 Fulton Street. Tel. IS:-A
Office Telenkene 493-W.

STONINGTON and SWAN'S ISLAND LINE

Osteopathic Physician

KINGMAN & HEARTY

soothes and relieves Piles, Hemor
rhoids and other Ano-Recta] Trou
bles. Stops pain, allays inflamma
tion, won’t soil clothing. Generous
FREE test sample and instructive
booklet on PILES and their causes
mailed on request, in plain, sealed
package. Write today.

Ifitanderd Tlnto)

(Subject to change without notice)

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter

OUR SPECIALTY

A simple, cream-white salve that

FALL ARRANGEMENT

IN EFFECT MONDAY. SEPT 26, 1921.

FURNITURE

APPLES

for PILES

ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON. ISLE AU HAUT AND
SWAN’S ISLAND

OffiM Houn—Until I a. an; I te I; 7 to 1 p. B
Telenkene 141-3
S-tf

STONINGTON

REM-OLA

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between

B. H. KELLER, M. D.

MAINE

An auto party consisting of W. A.
Palmer, Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunning
ham and Donald and Lelia Cunning
ham. made a trip to Searsport and
Belfast Satuday and enjoyed a very
pleasant outing.
R. S. Prescott was a business caller
ln Belfast last Saturday.
Mrs. Ellen Cunningham ls keeping
house, for Mrs. Sadie Hibbert at Lib
erty, while the latter ls taking a short
vacation with relatives ln Augusta.
F. W. Cunningham returned from
Rockland Thursday where he had been
on the Jury for ten days.
Simon Turner was home Saturday
from his work in Dexter, where he
lias been for a short time.
B. E. Cunningham of East Liberty
called on relatives here Sunday,

MT. DESERT AND BLUE HILL LINES
Bar Harbor Line—Btuehill Lina
Leave Rockland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays at 5 a ni. for Bar Harbor. Bluehlll
and way landings
Return- Leave Bar Harbor 1 p. m.. Bluehlll
12 30 p. m, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Satur
days for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection is made with Metro
politan Line passenger and freight steamers for
New York via Cape Cod (’anal.
F. 8. SHERMAN, Supt
It S SHERMAN, Agt.
Rockland
Rockland

FOR SALE—Hubbard squnsh delivered any
where lit the city. 0. W. HOLMES, Rockland.
Tel. 352-2.
114-119

DR. F. B. ADAMS

The Sewing Club was entertained
Your stove taken in exchange—Easy Terms
Friday evening at the home of Mrs.
Ambrose Peterson.
Mrs. Austin Calderwood entertained
6x9 FELT BASE ART SQUARES, $5.75
the Silent Sisters at her home Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Green returned
FELT BASE FLOOR COVERING, 45c SQUARE YARD
Saturday from Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Paine of Augusta
were in town last week.
COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Waldron Osier and
child returned to Dorchester, Mass.,
L. Marcus
Saturday.
Leland Roberts of Morristown, N.
ODD FELLOWS BLOCK, SCHOOL STREET, ROCKLAND
J., who has been the guest of relatives
in town, will return home Tuesday
Elizabeth Welderhold returned Fri
Charles O. of this town, Henry of
day from Rockland.
RAZORVILLE
MARTINSVILLE
Mrs. F. K. Burns, Mrs. M. E. Land North Haven and sister Mrs. Aurle
ers and daughter Dora returned from Hanley, of New York. During his ill
The funeral of Carle Folsom of West
R. G. I.eonard and family have re
ness he was faithfully and tenderly Washington, the first Washington boy
Rockland, Saturday.
turned
from Northern Maine where
cared
for
by
his
wife,
and
Mr.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Sawyer were
to be killed m action, took place at
guests of Miss Lottie Sawyer of Rock Mrs. P. O. Calderwood, who have made the Adventist churet. at West 'Wash they took the East Branch trip of the
land and Mrs. Lillian French of Cam their home with Mr. and Mrs. Dyer, ington, Friday afternjon. Sept. 16. lit Penobscot River.
for the past three years. Mrs. Llew entered the service May 29, la! t, at
den over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sargent of
Prof, and Mrs. Hermann S. Hering, ellyn Thomas also deserves much Rockland, and trained at Camp Dev W *itester, Mass., are guests of Mt
who were guests at Bridgeside, returned credit for her kindness. Services were ens. He went across July 10. and was and Mrs. Granville Bachelder.
held Sunday at 2 o’clock at the family killed in action Oct. 4, 1919, at the age
to Boston Saturday.
Miss Gertrude Dukeshlre of Port
Mrs. Knerr, Miss Hildegarde Her residence, Rev. C. H. B. Seliger, pastor of 27 years in the Jdeuse Argonne. land was a recent visitor jf Mrs. Willis
ing and Mrs. Norton, who have spent of Union Church officiating. There He was assigned to the 26th Infantry H'oper.
the season at Bridgeside, have returned were many beautiful floral offerings. Machine Gun, ar.d was serving in that
The Ladies’ Circle met with Mt
Interment was made in Ocean View regiment when killed. He was the XI. E Wheeler on Thursday.
to Philadelphia.
The Memorial Association will serve cemetery. The bearers were E. M. youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Bryant of South
supper at the G. A, R. rooms, Thurs Hall, Benjamin Patrick, Llewellyn Folsom of this town. They have three Paris are guests of .neir son, II. A
Thomas and William Lane. Those who other children, Fred of Massachusetts,
day at 5.30.
iv
Str. Castine, brought a party of ex attended the service from out ot town Avis Folsom Ward and Gladys Folsom
Mrs Landers of Waltham, Mass.
were Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wooster, Hughes of this town. It was reported Miss Castner and Miss Gerry of
cursionists from Belfast Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Shields enter Charles O. Dyer of Crockett’s River, first that he was lost in action, but Washigton, D. C., have returned to
tained Sunday at The Laurie. The fol Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dyer, Mrs. Cath later the report came of his where their homes.
lowing guests enjoyed a chicken din erine Dyer, Mrs. Laforest Calderwood, abouts when killed.
Rev. Sterling
Mr. and Mrs. William Sargent and
ner: Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Smith, Mrs. Mrs. Herman Cooper, Edgar Hopkins Brewer, pastor of the West Washing Miss Mildred Bachelder took a trip to
Janet Johnson, Lieut. Victor Shields and Emery Wooster of North Haven.
ton Adventist church, assisted by Mis XIonhegan Saturday.
Rev. C. H. B. Seliger. pastor of sionary W E. Overlock, spoke words
and Mr. aid Mrs. E. C. McIntosh and
Early Sunday morning the house
Union Congregational church, re of comfort at the services. The Ameri owned hy Charles Skinner was de
daughter Frances.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe and son turned Thursday from attending Knox can Legion of Union was represented stroyed by fire. The origin is unknown.
John, who have been guests of Mr. County S. S. Assembly. He reports and several other soldier boys in uni
XIrs. Montfort Hupper has returned
- MONHEGAN
Lowe’s mother Mrs. Abbie Lowe, re un exceptional!}’ well attended meet- form were present; and they together from the hospital.
—
»
•
ng.
Next
Sunday
Pastor
Seliger
will
turned Friday to Peekskill, N. Y.
with many of the townspeople acH. A. Bryant has been ill for sev
Dr. A. S. Tredwell closed his cot
Lewis Arey, 89 years of age, a native preach as usual >n the Union Congre com^tanied the family to the cemetery eral days, but we are glad to know
tage on Lobster Cove Road and re and life long resident of Vinalhaven gational churcl,
The exchange with at JelTerson, where the American that he is improving.
turned Monday to his home in Brook died Sept. 21 after a long illness. De the Chaplain of Thomaston
State Legion held a burial service. A vol
lyn. N. Y.
ceased was the son of Mr. and Mrs. Prison will be Oct 2. The church is ley was fired over the grave by mem
Mrs. Ethel Davis and Miss Eula Philip Arey. His occupation was that preparing for a rally Oct. 9.
The bers of the American Legion, after
Flowers That Sleep at Night
Collamore have returned home to of a fisherman. Services were held superintendent. Herman T. Arey, and which the colors used at the services
There
are many wild flowers that
Friendship.
Friday from his late residence, Rev teachers are looking forward to a new was presented to the family by Com
Charles Lang of Boothbay Harbor, C. H. B. Seliger officiating. Interment season beginning on Rally Day. The mander Leonard and Corporal John L. close their petals and droop tlieir
who has been spending a few weeks was made In Carver’s Cemetery.
scholars are also expecting the winter Howard.
The grief-stricken family heads with tlie coining of each day's
at the home of Cass Brackett, died
Dr. Walter fr. Lyford and following season to be the very best.
have the sympathy, not only of their dusk, and it is unreasonable to regard
suddenly Monday afternoon of hard party spent the weekend at Meadow
Failure of subscribers to receive large circle of friends, but of every this as other titan the sober fact which
ening of the arteries. He was taken Brooks Farm, Lieut. Victor Shields, The Courier-Gazette Saturday was citizen far and near. The floral tri It obviously Is—tliut the flowers have
to his home in Boothbay by Capt. E. M. Hall, A. L. Patterson, C. S. Lib due to a regretted slip-up in the butes were many and beautiful for fallen asleep with the approach of
Brackett and Adolph Stevens.
Mr. by and F. M. White.
Rockland postofllce, by reason of which the family are very thankful.
night.
Lang was a genial, kind old man and
Stephen H. Dyer aged 77, who has which the Vinalhaven mailbag con
his death came as a shock to his been failing in health for the past taining the papers was not sent to the
many friends.
three years, died Friday, at his home. steamer with the other mail. Every
John Welch and family returned Mr. Dyer was born in Vinalhaven the body on this side of the bay is sorry
home to Boston Tuesday af<er spend son of Howland and Rosana (Thomas) and Vinalhaven is asked to forgive the
ing the summer at their cottages, Dyer. Deceased was a master mariner, delinquency.
Green Point Road.
having been captain of steamers Vinal
After the grip, pneumonia or typhoid fever,
The Tribler cottages hive closed haven and Gov, Bodwell and several
and Miss Isabel Tribler and Andrew schooners; the Emma M. Dyer was take Hood's Sarsaparilla—it restores health
and strength—adv.
Peterson have returned home to, Cape fitted out for seining under his cap
1 Porpoise.
taincy. He was a charter member of
Mr. and Mrs. Perrine have closed Gen. Berry Lodge K. of P. at Rock
their cottage, Green Polni, and re land. Mr. Dyer was proprietor of
turned home.
Granite Hotel for several years. He is
Mrs. Wentworth returned home to survived by his wife and brothers,
Augusta Friday.
Capt. and Mrs. E. II. Wallace and
Van Wallace were in Friendship Fri
day and Saturday.

Evans.

Rockland, Me

10 to 11 A. M.| 1 to 2 P. M.| * to * P. M
ISS-tf

(Note: The pictures up to next Sat
urday’s will be transferred to Empire
Theatre).
A cast of all-stars is presenting
"The Wild Goose” today. The hero
Is an architect whose wife becomes
infatuated with another man. How
he regains her love makes an inter
esting story.
“The Bronze Bell,” Wednesday’s
feature, deals with a rebellion against
British authority, which however, is
an incidental feature merely, for a
powerful love romance dominates the
aotion. Much of the action develops
in a Hindu Temple and ln America.
Courtenay Foote and Doris May are
delightful in their portrayals of the
leading roles.
It took six months to make the fa
mous picture “Heart of Maryland,”
which is the Thursday-Friday special
this, week. There are a number of
thrills that Include importantly the
heroine’s swinging from a bell clapper
in a belfry to save the life of her lover
whose l(fe is threatened, he being ac
cused of being a spy. Maryland, the
character taken by Catherine Calvert,
is a Southern beauty and her sweet
heart marches with the rebel army of
the North. Her brother is a Southern
soldier and through him she acquires
valuable information regarding the
movement of enemy troops, which
she imparts to her lover. He, lh turn,
without realizing until later that he
has misused the confidence, broken
only to save himself, suffers through
a situation that entangles the trio,
another soldier who is in love with
Maryland, and a rascally traitor.—adv.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Merriam and
Mr and Mrs. Cole of Belfast were
Su aday guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. F.

STEAMSHIP BELFAST

DR. LAWRY

VINALHAVEN

»NORTH WASHINGTON

BANGOR LINE
FALL SCHEOULE

E. W. J. HEARTY, President
ROBERT B. LORING, Treat.

“The House Built on the Apple”
96TU-S

ROCKLAND. MAINI

Hours 9:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M.
Evening* by Appointment

The Cow That Starved in Clover
A certain cow, though pastured in bountiful meadows, was
attracted by' the more tempting appearance of distant fields.
Shunning the abundance at hand, she wandered afar, always
finding the new spots less appetizing and leu plentiful, and
always leaving them untasted for the new fields inviting her on.

Growing hunger only spurred her on until finally, exhausted by
it, the fell to the sands of a desert whence she never again arose.
People who shun the stores at home because of the allurements
of those in larger towns often find themselves getting leu than
they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first.
If he hasn't what you want, he will gladly get it. You'll be
helping him to serve you belter by helping him to make it pay.

TRADE AT HOME
Support- the Town that SupportsYou

W 8 WHITE,
General Manager.

Rockland, Me, Sepl. 24, 1921.

Telenhone 323.

1-tf

SUMMER TIME TABLE

DR. C. D. NORTH
Physician andXRay Operato.
OFFICE. IS OmpS Street ROCKLANB
OFFICe HOURS: UatfI I to a.
i:M to 3:00 and 7:36 to S:M to a.
TELEPHUNf 71*

••-»

E. W. HODGKINS. M. D.
OffiM: VINAL BLOCK. THOMASTON
OffiM Hours: I to 3 end 7 to t P. SS.

Residence uetll t A. M. sad hy Appulatoeau
TELEPHONES: RhMhh, 41-4) Offiee. 140
SS-if

DAVIS & STURM
Chiropractors
Palmer School Graduates
400 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINS
Hours: 2 to 5 I’. M Daily;
6.30 to 7.30 Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
TELEPHONE CONNECTION

133-tf

EMERY B. HOWARD, D.D.S.

DENTIST
407 Main St., Rockland, Me.

DR. F. S. POWERS
Dentist
ORTHODONTIA (etrelshtenles teeth)
GRADUATE HARVARD DENTAL COLLESS
290 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Spear Block.............. Foot of Park Street
Offiee Hevra: P te 12: I te 5.

TEL. 74S-M

THE SILSBY HOSPITAL
K. B. 8IL8BY, 8uraeen
X-MAT Operator
(I SVMMEM STREET, B0C1LABB
TELEPHONE 12*
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. P„C.

JOHNSTON’SDRUGSTORE
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS, DE
VELOPING, PRINTING AND EMLARGINO.

<70 Main St.

Rockland. Ma

k W. BENNER

,

—DEALER IN-

AIl Kinds of Real Estate.
2 NORTH MAIN ST,

ROCKLAND

TFLEPHONE 739-J

«l-tf

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES
1EGULATI0N FIZE WITH NAME
AND ADDRESS OF MAKER AND
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
WITH FEDERAL LAW.

$4.50 per 1000 Sheets

20 Fanuel Hall Market

(North Side)

33 8CH0PL STREET

Sleanter leaven Hwan'a Ieland dally except
Sunday at 8 30 a. nt, Stonington. 6 45 a. m..
and North Haven nt 7 45 a. nt, for Rockland.
Returning, leaven Rockland, Tllleon Wherf, it
1.30 p tu, for North Haven, Stonington, lele
au Haut, when passengers (tide and weather
permitting), and Swan's island.

For Pound size
Postage 15 cents addltloasl

$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additional
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the price
of first 1000, $4.00 and 1C cents post
age for each 1000.

$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
For Half Pound size
Pottage 10 cents additloasl

$2.50 per 500 Sheets
Postage 10 cents additloasl'
For each additional 10U0 sheets ord
ered at same time, add to the prios
of first 1000, S3.50 and 10 cents post
age for each 1000.

THE . >
COURIERGAZETTE.
Rockland Maine

ef STEAMER CASTINE
CAM0EN, WEST ISLESSORO, N0RTHP0R1
CASTINE and BELFAST LINE

Year Round Service, Standard Time.
Leaves Camden every morning on arrival <
electric car front Rockland at 8 00 a m , Sue
day excepted
Returning, leaves Lewis Wharf, Belfast, I
2 pm. for Northport, Castine, Weet Ialuabon
and Camden, arriving at 4 25 in time for th
car for Rockland

14-tf

COOMBS BROS., Belfllt, Me.

Managers

SHERIFF’S SALE

STATE OF MAINE
County of York, ra
Sept. 14. 1921.
Taken this day, on Execution dated July
thirtieth, 1921, on a judgment rendered by the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of
York, at a term thereof begun and held on
the flrnt Tuesday of May. 1921, to wit: on the
thirtieth day of July. 1921, uh of the twentyeighth day of May, A I) 1921. in favor of
George 11 Littlefield of Wells in said County
of York against lanac K. Archibald by the
name of I E. Archibald of Thomaston lu said
County of Knox, for one thousand nine hundred
arid sixty seven dollars and nine cents, debt or
damage, and one hundred and sixty-nine dollars
and twenty-all cents costs of suit, and will he
sold at public auction at the Sheriff’s office In
the County Court building in Rockland in said
county of Knox to the highest bidder, on the
twenty-fourth day of October, 1921, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon the following described
real estate and nII the right, title and interest
which the said Archibald has in and to the
same ; to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land In Thom
aston aforesaid, and bounded and described
as follows, viz:
Beginning at the westerly side of Beechwoods Street at the north line of land oc
cupied by Nat Woodcock; thence N. 63 deg.
W. about 175 feet to land of E W. Robin
son ; thence northerly by said Robinson
land 195 feet to land formerly of the late
P. Dow. thence by said Dow’s land 8. 63
deg E about 175 feet to the street afore
said; thence south by the said street to
the place of beginning
»
Being the same premises conveyed to the
above Grantor by Walter C. Ladd by his
quit claim deed dated August 3rd. 1920,
and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds,
Book 185, page 72. Also being the same
premises conveyed to the above Grantor by
a sheriff's deed dated March 24, 1920,
and recorded In Knox Registry of Deeda
Book 182, page 433, and being the same
premises conveyed to said Archibald by
George H. Gilchrist by his deed of war
ranty dated October 14, 1920. and recorded
in Knox County Registry of Deeds, Book
1H8, Page 145, to which deed and the
record thereof reference Is hereby made.
Also another certain lot or parcel of
land with the buildings thereon situated in
said ThomaHton, on the southern side of
Main 8treet and being all the land con
veyed by Edwin Smith and John Miller to .
Edward O’Brien by deed dated December
9, 1847, recorded In Knox Registry of Deeds,
East Lincoln Records, Book 13, page 32;
also the land conveyed to Edward O’Brien
by Enoch Carleton, by deed dated May 3,
1848 ; recorded in Knox Registry, East Lin
coln Records Book 13. page 187; also the
land conveyed to Edward O'Brien by John
Copeland and Thomas O’Brien by deed of
July 27. 1852, recorded In said East Lincoln
Records, Book 19, page 359, and being the
same premises conveyed by Ulysses G.
Loveltt to Maud E. Pearson by deed dated
July 21, 1911. recorded in Knox Registry
of Deeds, Book 157, page 58, reference is
made to the above deeds for a more definite
description and to deeds by Edward O'Brien
to Mary Campbell dated December 22, 1865,
recorded in Knox Deeds. Book 41. page 452,
and by William G. Starrett, executor, to
Ulysses G. Loveltt, dated October 8, 1908,
recorded in Knox Deeds, Book 146, page
324, also to probate records of Kndx
County of the estate of Maud E Pearson,
and being the same premises conveyed to
said Archibald by Alfred B. Pearson, by
his deed of warranty dated July 13. 1920,
and recorded in Knox County Registry of
Deeds, Book 1H6, page 409, to which deed
and the record thereof reference is hereby
made.
C. E HARRINGTON.
111T117
Deputy Sheriff.

EDWARD K. GOULD
Attorney at Law
•MRtfFR TILLBAM AVA.

MAID ITPfn

ARTHUR L ORNE
Insurance
SunMisr to A L ErtklM A Oto

<17 MAIM WTWFFT • • • VnCKlANB.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney at Law
SFECIALTV: PROBATE PRACTICS
SSI MAIN STREET : : ROCKLANO. ME.
FtfMk-M-—n«M. ms Hmm. SM-w
ut-tf

Telephone that Item ot new* to The
Courier-Gazette, where thoueanSe ol
readers will eee IL
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Starrett’s Dry Goods Store

Every-Other-Day

WYCLIFFE’S WORK ON BIBLE

Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Williams.
Historians Uncertain aa te What
Mrs. Joseph Adams. Mrs. May Smith
Part He Actually Took in Trans
and Mrs. O. F. Allen mQtored Friday
SPECIALS THIS WEEK
lation Into English.
tn Gardiner and Togus, where they
spent the day.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
John Wycliffe (1335-1384), whu has
Muriel Reed picked a hunch of vio
been called the “Morning Star of the
lets and a wild strawberry Sunday.
Best Trades in Five Years on Stationery
Reformation," translated—or caused
Supt. and Mrs. S. D. Rowe and
to be translated—the Bible from the
George K. Newcomb of Warren spent
Cotton Batting, 6, 14 ounce rolls for...................... $1.00
Friday with Mrs. H. M. Bowes.
Vulgate (St. Jerome's Latin version)
Mrs. George Elliot and Miss Ida
Into English, witli the assistance o£,|
Ladies’ Cotton Hose 29c value, for...................... 19c pair
Elliot spent the weekend with Dr.
Nicholas of Hereford and John 'Pur
Henry Elliot in Salem, leaving Mon-,
Closing out trades on Shirt Waists and Men’s Sweaters
vey. Wycliffe and his disciples la
day for a trip over the Mohawk Trail, j
bored at the translation for some teu
The bacon fry and corn roast held
or fifteen years.
Scholars are not
at Brown’s Point Friday proved to be
WARREN, ME.
agreed as to exactly what part Wy
an especially good time. Those present
cliffe himself took ln the literary
were: Mrs. Amos A. Dow, Miss Jennie
THE MONEY’S WORTH AND MORE STORE
Moody, Miss Mary Erquart. Mrs. Roy
work.
Short, Miss Christine Moore. Mrs.
•It is a known fact,” says the En
Marie Singer, Mrs. A. J. Lineken. Mrs.
cyclopaedia Britannica, "that Wycliffe
ROCKPORT
TOWN PESTS
W. E. Atwood. Mrs. W. S. Andrews.
proclaimed the Bible as man’s su
Mrs. Charles Starrett and Miss Elisa
preme spiritual authority, aud that he
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Pleiv.0, who
beth Washburn.
sought in consequence by every means
Mrs. George Farrar and little daugh have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
In his power to spread the knowledge
ter Virginia, who have been spending Robert K. Shibles, returned Saturday
of it among the people. It Is, there
several weeks with Mrs. A. J. I.ineken, to Portland.
Rev. Alex. Henderson of Waterville.
fore, In all likelihood due to the zeal of j
returned Saturday to their home in
State Director of Religious Education
Framingham.
Wycliffe and his followers that we
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Stone of who spoke at the Methodist and Bap
owe the two noble Fourteenth century
Kennebunkport were weekend guests tist chruches Sunday, was the guest of
translations of the Bible which tradl- I
of Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Bowes. Mrs. Rev. and Mts. Andrew Young at the
tiou has always associated with his
Mary Stanley of Friendship was also Moodv Parsonage while in town.
name, aud which are the earliest com
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spear are guests
a Saturday visitor of Mrs. Bowes.
plete renderings that we possess of
George W. Robinson is spending a of relatives in Leeds. Mass.
the Holy Scriptures Into English. The
Zadoc Brown was at home from
few days in West Warren
first of these, the so-called early ver
Ralph Cushing left today for Chi -! Livermore Falls to spend Sunday with
his family
cago after spending a week in town.
sion. was probably completed about
Miss Marian Carroll returned Satur
Miss Nellie Gardner returned Satur
1382, at all events before 1384, the |
day from Norway, where she has been day from a two weeks' visit with
year of Wycliffe's death. The second,
friends in Boston and vicinity.
spending the summer.
or later version, being a thorough re
Mrs. Athelia Trulan, Hope Road, was
A tire started early this morning
vision of the first, Is ascribed to the |
from an electric wire in the house oc the guest o#»Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Pat
year 1388 by Sir Frederic Madden
cupied by Elden Vose. It was shortly terson last week.
and Rev. Joshua Forshall In their I
Mr. and Mrs. Avard Belyea of Need
extinguished and then caught the
edition of these two versions.—Detroit |
garage owned by Alton Grover. Thc ham. Mass., were guests of Miss Nel
car was saved, hut the garage which lie Harmon Saturday.
News.
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell, who has been
was not fully completed burned. A
corner of the barn owned by Edw. ' the guest of her daughter Mrs. C. E.
NO CHANGE IN GULF STREAM
Seavey was also burned quite badly.
Walmsby in Bangor, has returned to
Tommy Thompson is in town for a her home in Simonton.
Mrs. George Callahan was the guest
short visit.
Government Experts Correct an Im
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Winchenbach of her sister Mrs. E. M. Lombard in
pression Which Has Become Moro
of Framingham. Mass., are spending | Norfh Yarmouth last week.
or Leeo General.
a week with Mr. Winchenbach’s sister.
Mrs. Walter Carroll is clerking in
Tlie Loafer i* just about our Worst
the
Handicraft
Shop
in
Camden.
Mis. Alma Spear.
Pest, for he has been Standing Around
It Is hard to be steady, consistent
Wiliam Berry of Gardiner is In
Miss Vina Coffin has returned from
on our Street, for Years. Finding and unswerving lu spite of contrary
town as the guest of Dr. E. W. Marshall's Island where she was the
Peaslee.
guest of Capt. and Mrs. George Lane. Fault with Everybody aud Everything. forces, and still to gain the reputation
W. J. Robertson has sold his home
Capt. and Mrs. E. O. Patterson were He's done his Durnedest to Block ev of an erratic wanderer. Yet this is
on Beechwoods street to Mr. Henry of guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. McIntire ery Improvement Our Town has made Just what has happened to the gulf I
Colorado. Mr. Robertson expects to at a dinner party in Camden, Sunday. and when he quits Walking Around tc stream.
Indeed. Its character was |
enter the lumber down town.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Shibles gave save Funeral Expenses, he will be
getting
so
maligned that the United
Extensive repairs are being made on a very delightful party at their home Missed, just like a Boll!
States government Itself found it nec
the Congregational church by Sleeper at Beauchamp Point last Sunday in
essary to vindicate this current of I
Bros, of Rockland.
honor of Mrs. Shibles' sister, Mrs.
SWAN’S ISLAND
the ocean. Much has been said of
Donald Hanly has returned to New Myra B. Burrows of New York. Those
late years ln regard to the changing |
Haven where he will continue his present were: Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Swan
’
s
Island
must
have
cable
con
studies at Yale- University.
Pierce and Charles A. Pierce of Port
route of the stream. The government
nection
with
the
Mainland
before
win
Miss Mabelle Broxvn has returned land, Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sherman of
experts declare there is no change iu
That not only the people of
from Boston where she has been Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. An- t*r.
the course, nor has there been for
Swan
’
s
Island
but
also
the
citizens
on
spending the past two weeks.
drews, Mrs. E. C. Andrews, Edward
many years. No other physical feature |
Mrs. E. G. Weston has returned home Andrews and Miss Ruth Grafton and the main are interested, was shown by
after a two weeks' visit in Water- \ir. ana Mrs. Rodney Jordan of Thom the large attendance at the Mass Meet of the ocean is subject to more per
ville.
aston. After a walk about the grounds ing of Sept. 20 of many people from sistent misinterpretation than is the
ortland and Rockland and the towns Gulf stream. It is a pet theory of j
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Brackett and enjoying the beautiful flowers and
a party ot friends are spending a i scenery, they sat down to a bountiful around the Penobscot and Bluehill many that the temperature of Europe
week down river.
Is greatly affected by It. but this effect
repast served by the host and hostess. Bays.
Mrs. Ellen Wardwell, Miss Dolly
Russell Gray will assist Mr. Sturte
Miss Vina Coffin entertained the
is not as extensive as is commonly
vant in coaching the T. II. S. football ’ members of the Kindergarten Depart Kent and Miss Gladys Pettengill are thought. Practically starting at the
isiting
with
Mrs.
Alden
Joyce
al
team.
ment of the Baptist Sunday School at
Florida straits, where its volume is
Miss Ella Gillchrest, Miss Eva De her home last Saturday afternoon. Mackerel Cove.
Schooner Emma. Captain John Duke made up by the union of currents. It
muth and Mrs. George Demuth are Games and refreshmenets helped to
ceases to be a true current by the
spending ten days down river.
make the occasion enjoyable for the of Rockland came into Atlantic with a
cargo of stove and nut coal last Sat time not long after It reaches the j
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Stone were little folks.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt
Mrs. C. E. Walmsby of Bangor spent urday and has been supplying the Grand banks, where It becomes sur
Sunday.
Saturday and Sunday with her mother, citizens with fuel for winter at 117.50 face drift, governed by the winds.—
per ton.
Y'esterday the schooner Christian Science Monitor.
Misses Ida and Myra Blunt and Mrs. Sarah Buzzell in Simonton.
changed her base of operations and
Mabel and Myra Judson, who have
sailed to Old Harbor,
been spending the summer in NorthCapt. William Herrick has gone to
Ant Families.
I>ort, were guests Sunday of their
SPRUCE HEAD
New Y'ork to take the Gasoline yacht
uncle, Oscar Blunt, returning to their
One of the most peculiar examples
of
Robert
B.
Brown
to
the
owners
in
home in Methuen, Sunday.
of nature protection found in the
Rev. and Mrs. Winchenbach ar Brooklyn. They left here last Sun
Webb Patterson of Waterville is in
rived
Sunday
and
were
entertained
at
day forenoon and were reported In world Is that afforded by the sugar
town for a few days.
ant of Australia. The sugar ant Is
The Fales Circle will meet Tuesday, tea by Capt. and Mrs. Freeman El Portland Monday afternoon.
The Road Commissioner and a large one of the smaller of the field ants of j
Oct. 4. with Mrs. Sara Bramhall, well
Mrs. Ernest Meservey and Master crew are at work building a new sec
that country. The meat ant, on the
Georges street.
Notice change of
Charles Wilbert Murphy returned tion of State road. The new section other hand, Is a very pugnacious crea
date.
Miss Norma Davis spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. C W. McKellar for cuts off a portion of the hill in front ture, so that there are few enemies
a visit
of the Lindsay home, and there will of its size which dare approach its
with friends at South Bristol.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Cobh, Miss be much improvement in grade.
Baptist choir rehearsal this evening
nest. The sugar ant realizes this, so
Ada Perry, F. J. Simonton and friend
Mrs. Edna Stanley of Rockland is It seeks protection for Its own home
at 7.JO sharp.
of Rockland motored here Sunday and visiting her old friends here.
by building it at tbe base of the mound
enjoyed a picnic on Elwell's Point.
ln Wednesday night's gale two
WARREN
Burnley Smith of Rockland has sloops which had made harbor in of the meat ant Then It covers the
spent a week with his sister, Mrs. H. Mackerel Cove were driven ashore to nest entrance with leaves, so that they
Miss Ruth Vaughan is at home from S. Harlow, and has been enjoying his
the nor'ud of Seth Joyce’s. They are hidden from sight. The meat ant
Silsby hospital for her vacation.
motorcycle.
were refloated on the next tide with works only during the day; as soon as
Mrs.' Jennie French was a caller in
Mrs. Lloyd Thomas and
little but little damage.
the sun sets. It goes Into Its nest and
town Sunday.
daughter Anna May of Lincolnville
Miss Christine B. Higgins of Bar is not easily disturbed, while darkness
Tl a demonstration at Glover Hall are visiting Mrs. Thomas' sister, Mrs.
Harbor and Miss Charlotte M. Simon prevails. On the other hand, the sugar
was very successful. Several hats were Leroy Elwell at Two Bush I.ight.
of Boston recently visited the Island in ant comes out at night and feeds upon
trimmed.
Mrs Otto Olson entertained Mr. and the interests of the Red Cross.
Mrs. Hattie Strong of Bath called on Mrs. Lorson of Rockland Friday.
the honey of flowers or the sap of
T. M. Merrill of Boston. G. V. Oetch
Mrs. Carro Copeland Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Cleveland Harvey and ell of Bangor, Donald G. Cummings small plants. In this way the two
Miss Mertie Haskell has returned to! children of novk|and visited her par
F. L. Cole and Jack Robinson all of species of ant do not come ln contact
Camden.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wall, re Rockland, H. W. Schade, F. D. Cola
with each other, and the meat ant pro
Miss Lelia Clark and sister Geneva cently
more, H. O. Cook and H. E. Littlejohn vides plenty of protection for the sugar
were callers in town Sunday.
The Community Circle met with Mrs. all of Portland? and H. J. O’Hearn of ant, while the latter Is having Its day
Herbert Thomas will occupy the rent W. W. Godfrey last Wednesday. This
Thompsonville, Conn., were recent time sleep. AU of which reminds one
vacated by William Stickney.
week they meet with Mrs. Ernest guests at the Stanley House at Old
of the popular old farce of “Box and
Maynard Waltz of Hebron was home Meservey.
Harbor.
l'or the weekend.
Cox.”—Christian Science Monitor.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McKellar and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
N.
Raymond
of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Robinson have son Parker of Warren spent Sunday
Leominster, Mass., are stopping with
returned from North East Harbor.
with Mrs. C. P. Morrill and Miss Mrs. George W. Stanley.
Experience, the Great Teacher.
Misses Susie and Harriet Stevens Caroline II. Robinson.
Capt. William Burns of Atlantic
Observation
more than books, ex
and Mrs. Elmer Jameson are to serve
Miss Helen Meservey has returned went to Northeast Harbor in his motor
lunches at Union Fair this week.
home after several weeks’ visit with boat Friday afternoon and brought perience rather than persons, are the
Miss Pearl Leach of Rockland called friends in Thomaston.
back a party of weekend guests to the prime educators. Books aid as one
on Mrs. Henry Starrett Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Noyes of Waldoboro
has wit th use them to advantage,
Rev. Mr. Allen was a candidate at have been camping at Spruce Head Anchorage. They were Mr. and Mrs
persons most when seeming not to
A. O. Gross, Charles E. Lord and Mrs
the Congregational church Sunday.
Island for two weeks.
Lord, Judson Lord, Dwight Lord, E. P. serve us. Experience converts us to
Mrs. Minnie Watts of Camden called
Silas Harlow of South Thomaston Jones, principal of the Deer Isle High ourselves when books fall us, and this
on Mrs. Emerson Perkins Sunday.
is visiting his son Harold and family
oftenest against our knoweldge and
The Baptist Circle will be post)>oned He is helping his son shingle a house School, Miss MacCausland, the assist
ant teacher and Frank Gross.
consent. And it remains question
thin week on account of the Fair at
Charles G. Bryer. William Page and
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Newman and Mr,
Union.
: Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Nickerson and and Mrs Isaac Stinson have gone on able how far oar attainments further
or hinder nature’s Intentions, tbe art
little daughter Amerette of Winter a motor trip to Portland and vicinity.
of education being still so com
|x>rt were guests of the Grants Sun
Washington Irving's Lovo.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Kilby of plicated and Incalculable a matter
I day
Washington, D. C„ are visiting Mr.
Washington Irvlug was the young
Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow and
est of 11 children. He wag betrothed Mr. and Mrs. Walter Snow with Kilby’s mother, Mrs. I. B. Gage, in that not a few of the moat striking
characters have been formed, untramto Matilda Hoffman, daughter of a friends were ut their cottage Cata Atlantic.
raeled by cur schools, under the more
prominent lawyer, in whose office Irv wamteak. Sunday.
direct and potent Influence of life
ing had flnlsliPd his legal studies. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Hall and
and things, operating under the
death^ ln 1809, wag the great affile- , daughter Martha of Rocklaud and
pressure of necessity and seeming ac
Mrs. Hewens of Boston were at Sprue
tlou of his life.
cident.—A. Bronson Alcott.
Lodge for the weekend.
Miss Emma Wellington has returned
to the Bakers in Rockland after spend Fremont L. Robinson of 35 North Mail
Bible vs. Newspaper.
Street, Tells His Experience.
ing a month with her aunt. Miss Caro
The following statements as to the
line Robinson, and cousin. Mrs. C. 1
There is nothing like a talk with relative value of the Bible and the
Morrill.
THOMASTON, ME.
H. H. Waldron and family of Rock one of our own citizens for giving Sunday paper, were made by a Kan
land are having a two weeks’ vaca hope and encouragement to the anx
sas city clergyman: The great ap
tion at Capt. Elwell's cottage on El ious sufferer from the dread kidney peal in all good newspapers Is in
SPECIALS
disease. We, therefore, give here an their style of makeup. Their stories
well's Point.
Chevey Chase Dresses ............. $1.49
Mrs. Ernest Meservey and Mrs. Le interview with a Koekland man:
Silk Top Union Suits ............... 1.29
are brief and well told. But no liter
"I have always gotten good results
land Mann spent Friday afternoon
Sport Hats, all colors............... 1.39
from Doan’s Kidney Fills and gladly uture can be compared with the Bible.
with
Mrs.
Eunice
Elwell
at
Jackson
Tams ..................................................98
There are no stories so well or brief
recommend them,” says Mr. Robinson
Knowdeal’s.
Lockwood A Cotton.................... 12’/2
ly told as those In the Bible. The
"I
am
a
mason
by
trade
and
so
much
Mrs.
C.
P.
Morrill
has
had
her
barn
School Plaids, good colors .... 225
stooping and heavy lifting made it Bible tells the true facts. It Is im
built
and
Capt.
Elwell
Is
having
his
Dainty line of Gifts—Children#' Toys
hard on my kidneys. 1 seemed to hav
partial. And it will be used as uh
house painted.
Leslie Thompson
Agents for Edison Disc Phonographs
no control over the passages of the example of true literature as long as
the carpenter and painter.
and Records
kidney secretions and was forced to we have a civilization, while some
Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater and dauglite
Mrs. Raymond Rackliff, sons Walter get up as many as five or six times newspapers are inclined to color
Ladies’ Home Journal Patterns
and Lyle and Mrs. Earle Drinktvate during the night. The secretions were Iheir news and try to mold public
Circulating Library
motored to Northport Sunday and discolored, which was caused from ca
sentiment Into their wa? of think
visited Mrs. J. B. Drinkwater’s old tarrh of the bladder. I had had at
PILLSBURY’S STUDIO
tacks of backache and it laid me off ing.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Mann enter work two or three times. As one of
YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
1 tained Sunday Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Gil tlie family had used Doan’s Kidney
AN INSPIRATION
! ehrest and daughter Marianne of St Pills with good results, I made up my
When you give a photograph, you George and Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Wil mind to get some - at the Norcross
give of yourself. No other keepsake liamson, daughter Marie and son Ed- Drug Store. 1 used four hexes and
they rid me entirely of the trouble."
inspires so many generous impulses. i ward, Jr., of Koekland.
80c. at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
You would be photographed more
W.
STRONG
W. M. Grant has had a new door
Co.. Mfrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
often if you but knew how happy it
put in her store and postoffice.
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
Makes your family and friends.
Mrs. E. V. Shea delightfully enter
WALL PAPER
No portrait ie so completely satis tained the Smart Set Thursday noon.
Advertisements
ELECTRIC LAMP* and
fying ae
"tad* by a professional
SUPPLIES
photographer.
ENGRAVED CAROS—Call st this office tod
And
Them
THOMASTON. MAINE
siaolne stylet If you already have a plate
PHONE, 33-11
TuAStf
oring It In aud let us print you cards to latest

WANTED

WOMEN WANTED
AT SARDINE

STITCHERS

FACTORY

.On Power Machines

DEEP SEA

FISHERIES, INC.

MODERN PANTS CO.
ROCKLAND

H4tf

STARRETT’S

* TALK WITH A ROCKLIN
MAN

Pillsbury Dry Goods Go.

P.

Read Oar

Profit by

doe.

TBE COURIKB-GAZETTI.

S-tf

MALE HELP
WANTED

It’s a Scream!

By Booth Tarkinfton

5 Herbert Atwater and Henry

a

".m** and “Oriole” teemed
good to tbe budding editon.

Miscefianeoua

Neat appearing man that can
drive automobile to do advance
work for Traveling Theatrical
Co. Going to Florida this win
ter. Call in person TARR’S
COTTAGE, Ingraham Hill. In
quire Mr. Brookhart.

THE ORIOLE
Rooter, each thirteen, received
a printing press. That was the
genesis of a journalistic enterprise.Justwhythe name“Oriole”
was selected for the newspaper
it not dear; certainly not out of
sentiment for the distant dty of
Baltimore nor for any interest in
birds. But every journal must have

S8tC

FAMILY WASHINGS done st home
Wet
washings a specialty. Fine or colored gar
ments properly treated. MILDRED CONDON,
8 Leland St. Tel. 239-W.
111*11ft
J. H. SIMONTON’S CIDER MILL—Will make
elder for the public Tuesdays and Fridays for
the rest of the season.
110-tf

BYBRYBODTS COLOIN
Advertisements ln this column not to exreed
three lines inserted once for 25 cents, 3 time,
| for 50 cents.
Additional lines 5 cents etch
for one time, 10 cents 3 tlmea.
BIX words
nuke a line.

<| Imagine the trouble and the
ludicrous complication! which
arose from a medium of publicity
in the hands of two bright lads
who suffered from no censorship
and whose watchword was truth
—too much truth for tome of the
residents of the community.

Lost and Found

WANTED—You to know' that I hare an as
sortment of new ladders of different lengths;
also wood rollers for roller skates. I am pre
pared to do furniture repairing at reasonable
prices. F. A J008T. 737 Main Rt. llO’lif.tf

MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. Picot Edge Corered Buttons, Button Holes, Accordion Plait
ing, Narrow Knife and Ride Plaiting. Orders
promptly filled.
PHYLLIS E. TOLMAN. 18
Leland Street Tel. 270-J.
110*123
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge. Also
gowns and waists made to order. Mail orders
given prompt attention. M. ESTELLE PAR
SONS, Ingraham Block, 1 Chestnut St., Camden.

no-in
• LOST—Brown and white• Bound In Rockport,
' Sunday Reward if return<e(l to B. B
I SMITH,
75-Acre “Opportunity” Farm, crops, hogs, 3
BO1
58 cows
j Beech St., Koekland, or AA.’W. BOWLEY,
and heifers included: good Income from
< Rankin St , Rockland.
114*116
dairying, poultry raising, etc., near K R., con
venient city markets; level, loamy tillage,
brook-watered pasture: estimated 75,000 feet of
Wanted
timber; 23 apple trees, other fruit, berries; at
tractive 7-room house, over-looking bay. good
WANTED—A Job, nights, mornings and Sat bam, piggery, 5 poultry houses; owner's other
urdays. Formerly employed by C. A. Rose interests compel sacrifice only 82350, part cash,
Address CARL DYER, 12 Willow St 114-116
easy terms. Don’t neglect this opportunity In
<| Things happened with great
Catalog Free F. S. PERKINS,
WANTED—3 or 4 unfurnished rooms for vestigate now
114-It
rapidity,especially after the young
light housekeeping near Alain Rt. C. E. MORSE Wiscasset, Me.
344 Main Rt._______________________ 114-llft
ROCKLAND'S SHOW PLACE—Early Ameri
propheton determined to exclude
WANTED—‘Female help at Medomak Can can Furniture urd Antiques. Your visit to
Herbert's cousin Florence from
ning Company, Winslow's Mill, Me Good quar Maine Is not omplete unless you spend at
ters furnished to help coming from a distance least two hours in this new shop. Building
the enterprise,and thatyoungmiss
40x60—three floors full to overflowing with
i
114 116
with equal determination decided
antique* COBB A DAVK8, 115 North Main
Street. (Call Mr. Davis at Fuller-Cobb-Dtvir
WANTED
—
Girl
In
Jewelry
store
over
18:
die would have a finger in it
83-tf
short hours
No evening work. JEWELER, Department Store.
| (’are Courier-Gazette Office.
113-114
LADIES—Reliable stock ot hwir good* tt the
Did Florence succeed in join
WANTED—A good home for a girl this winter Rockland Hair Store, 386 Main Bt Mall oring the staff? Indeed the did!
»m *ollcited HELEN C. RHODES
lg-tf
For further information address L. A. DOW,
Thomaston. Me tt. II. No. 1.
112*114
She got something on the editors
BERRY PICKERS—And others are hereby
WANTED—CANOES Would buy one or two warned not to trespass on the land on the
and the held it over their heads
at good trades this fall. ORRIN J. DICKEY Tolman farm belonging to the undersigned.
JESSE A. TOLMAN
7«tf
direfufly, with the result that she
Belfast, Me.________________________ 112-117
became the whole thing on The
WHEN IN BOSTON—Every Wne of The
WANTED—Last year my advertisement for
Porter apples brought some returns. 1 want a Cc urler-Gazette la on eale by the Old South
Oriole and the erstwhile bosses,
few now—large, handsome ones of fine flavor Newt Co.. Washington St. opposite foot of
rueful and unwilling, her hired
My recollection is that all Porters used to be of School Call around end get e copy of the
28- tf
that kind, but in recent years they appear to paper with tbe home newt.
men.
have degenerated
Please bring to 45 Beech
Street. W. O. FULLER.
112-tf
<J With The Oriole completely
For Sale
WANTED—To buy good paying business, man
dominated by feminism, it be
ufacturing or retail, or a working interest in
FOR SALE—Six Rabbit Bound Pups, ft
same
Must he able to stand Investigation.
comes the funniest story you have
HAROLD
Address MANUFACTURER, care Courier-Ga months old. Your pick for $10
LINSI'OTT, Union, Mo., g. F. D 3. 114*116
ever read.
zette, Rockland.
112*117
FOR SALE—Canary birds, nixie end female,
WANTED—For a few weeks, a companion
Strial for lhat columns.
who can read aloud and do the small amouul food singers. Hartz Mountain end Norwich;
Don't mlu III
of housework necessary for one woman in camp. also pair of African Turtle Doves and a Zebra
Tel.
Address BOX 450, Rockland, stating qualifica Dove. RICHARD BIRD. 25 Maple St
143-6.
114-110
tion and price.
111-tf
FOR SALE—A 1-lon Ford truck. SPENCER
WANTED—A competent woman for general
114-116
housework in family of three. MRS. F. J B BEATON.
BICKNELL, 12 Knox Street.__________ 111-ff
FOR SALE—1918 Dodge Touring Car iu good
WANTED—Man to work on farm; drive team, condition, new tires; will sell at reasonable
milk, etc House rent and vegetables furnished. price B MILLER. 25 Rankiu St. Tel. 692-.I.
By Elmo
Address C. W FERGUSON, Bristol. Me. 111*114 __________________________ 114*116
Scott
FOR SALE—Horse, weight 1400, young, good
WANTED—Solicitors for Sickness Insurance.
For Rockland, Camden .and vicinity. Good pay. worker and in good flesh. Sell cheap C. K.
Watson
114*1)6
Steady work Right at home. Address H C. GROTTON, Rockport, Tel. 14-2.
REED. Richmond, Maine.
109-114
FOR SALE—Keystone artesian well driller.
WANTED—Men or women to take orders Reason for selling, owner’s disability. Inquire
5. Western Newspaper Union.
among friends and neighbors for the genuine of W. N. BENNER. West Mountain road.
hosiery, full line for men. women
_________________________ 114*116
HOW WALAPAI CLARK ENDED guaranteed
and children. Eliminates darning
We pay
FOR SALE—1921 Cleveland Touring Car.
5c an hour spare time, or $3Q 00 a week for
“THE APACHE TERROR"
time Experience unnecessary. Write IN driven only 3000 miles A bargain for cash.
Although tho worst luihau war ln full
Inquire
at The Courier-Gazette oflice MRS A
TERNATIONAL STOCKING MILLS. Norris
T. PHILBROOK
_________________ 113-lf
Arizona ended In 1886, when (y'lilef town. Pa.
58Ttf

A

Stories of
Great Scouts

Geronimo surrendered to General
Miles, ten years later a lone Apache
warrior was still carrying terror to
lhe hearts of the settlers In that state.
The Apache Kid was his name. He
had once been a scout for our
troops; then Ills "heart went bad”;
he deserted his command aud joined
lhe hostlles. When Geronimo sur
rendered, the Apache Kid "stayed
out” and took tlie lone war trail.
Late ln the '90’s a prospector
named Jack Clark located a claim
near Condon In the Santa Cataline
mountains north of Tucson. Clark had
been a scout for the government In
the Apache campaigns. He had lived
among the W'alapai Indians for many
years and bore the nickname of
•Walapal” Clark. One night on old
pack mare of Clark's was stolen and
the trail showed that It wns the work
of a lone Indian. Clark felt sure It
was the Apache Kid.
"Walapal” knew that unless the In
dian kept the mare securely tied she
would escape and come back. A week
later she returned. Believing that the
thief would not give up such a valu
able animal so easily, Clark prepared
for his return. That night he staked
the mare out ln a little park and con
cealed himself ln the tall grass near
by. After hours of waittng, the scout
saw an Indian's head appear above
the grass at the edge of the clearing.
A second later another appeared aud
both Indians crept toward the horse.
There was a full moon and Clark
could not miss. He fired and the first
Indian dropped. Like a flash the oth
er sped for the woods. “Walapal” fired
again. The Indian stumbled, almost
tell and then disappeared.
When
Clark reached the dead Indian, be
found she was a squaw. The coward
ly Kid had made her go ahead so that
she would receive the deadly bullet
tf they were entering an ambush.
Clark knew better than to hunt for
the wounded Indian thaf night. The
next morning he led a large party on
the trail. Here and there they found
spots of blood and further on a bloody
headband. But they never found the
Apache Kid. His fate ts unknown, but
It Is believed that be crawled away
Into one of the many caves In the
Santa Catallnns to die. At any ratP.
tils raids ceased. "Walapal" Clark had
ended "The Apache Terror."
Those small ads ln The Courier| Gasette are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and
effective.

FOR SALE—Plate Glass About 99x59 incites.
WANTED —Girl
for general
housework
Will give good trade. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
WINDSOR HOVSE, Myrtle Stret.
108-tf
fast, Maine.
113-11
WANTEO Waitress at KNOX HOTEL, Thom
FOR SALE—28 foot open launch. 10 h. p.
aston.
lOTtf
motor. In commission and in Drat class order.
WANTED—Dishwasher
TBAINEB’S Very reasonable for cash, but will take marine
LUNCH.
106tf
or automobile, motor boat, wood working ma
chinery or carpenter’s tools in trade. Address,
WANTEO—35 shaggy cam and kittens. male
113*118
sod female. Highest prtoas paid. JOHN 8 R F. D. BOX 27. Vinalhaven. Me.
RANLETT. Rockville. Me Tel. 352-14
lStf
FOR SALE—Parlor Stove, very little used
WANTEO—Chefs, eookx, waitresses, oham MRS JOHN M RICHARDSON. 22 Maple Street.
113*114
ter maids, laundresses, general and kitchen
rorkers, etc. Telephone or call, except between
FOR SALE—Hard and soft fitted wood; also
l« and 2 and 6 tnd 7 MRS. HAWLEY. 78« De Lavel Separator E. L FASSETT. West
filth St. Rath. Me Tel 785
10«-tf
Meadow Road. Tel 23-12
113-115
FOR SALE—Two cook stoves and a parlor
stove. TEL. 143-5,
112*114
FOR SALE—Fitted dry hard wood, 814 a cord.
delivered. H A. HART, South Hope 112*114
FOR SALE—One Guernsey cow. Apply at
WE
E8T0N O.
------- ---- ’S, —
-GARDNER
Elmore. Me.
112*114
FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood atul 4 for
rlefted hard wood. W. L. OXTON. West Bock
Port
111*118
FOR SALE—Dry fitted hard wood, split out
of large wood, $13 0# per cord, delivered.
HERMAN ERICKSON, St. George Road, Thom
aston Tel. 168-2.
111*116

To Let

TO LET—Rooms for light housekeeping for
family of two Inquire at THIS OFFICE 112-tf
TO LET—Furnished or unfurnished rooms for
light housekeeping
Also by day or week.
Electric lights NO. 2 WILLOW STREET. Cor
ner Main Street.
112*114
TO LET—Storage Dry. clean place for fur
niture 86 SUMMER ST, Rockland. 111*116
TO LET—A modem flat with sun porch,
living room, bedroom, bathroom, kitchenette,
breakfast room, electric lights, electric stove,
electric hot water heater, hot air furnace;
FOR SALE—Edison phonograph witli rec
furnished with antique furniture No. 3 Grove ords; excellent condition; price low. MRS.
street. N. B. COBB or E. C. DAVIS. 110-tf
STROUT. 10 Pleasant street.
110-tf
TO LET—Two furnished front zooms. 19
FOR 8ALE—Dry hard wood. 4 Toot length
PLEASANT STREET.
66*tf
819 per cord; sawed stove length. 812; fitted
JONES A THORNDIKE. Thomaston Tel.
TO LET—Somebody le needing • house ot 814
119*118
roonut.
Advertise yours ln this column tnd 169-33.
voa'll get an application Immediately.

S-tf

FOR SALE—Benjamin C. Studley house on
TO LET—STORAGE—for furniture, sloven, James Street; also 2 acres of land on North
Inquire MINNIE B
tnd musical Instruments or snytblog that re Main and Broadway.
116*115
tains s dry. clesu room. Terms reasonable ADAMS, 27 Camden St.
I. B. fLTR. Ml lfsin Rl. RmWIsim!
4fttV
FOR SALE—Strip of land running from un
town road to Georges river. Beautiful Iocs
tion for summer cottage. Boating, Ashing am
fsclUtlss.
Inquire MIM IYA
TORREY, Tenant t Harbor.

«*tf

FOR 8ALE—15,096 feet spruce boarding
boards; also 2x4 spruce joist and plank. H. H
FOR SALE-—Dry fitted wood, seasoned under
cover; also furnace wood. 814 06 per cord de-

livered. L. B. FOGLER, South Hope. 108*119

FOR SALE—1916 Ford In good condition,
new tires, will sell at reasonable prlco
Tel
ootlfy ALFRED MORRIS, Tenant's Harbor.

FOR SALE—Give me your order for brollera
roasting chickens and fowl, dressed or other
wise. 10 to 12 houn notice. CHAS. T. BPEAB.
156 Middle Street. P. 0. Box 332.
99tf
FOR SALE—Two five passenger can, chea

and In perfect running condition.
P. D. STARRETT, Warren, Me

FOR 8AH—Pure apple cider vinegar of a
H. SIMON
95tf

high quality. Drop me a card.
TON, R. F. D.. Rockland,

Ls Sold By

Sole Agents

feY'xMfc wSftftobeiiL
You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People May Not
Tell Them Through an Advertise*
ment In This Paper.

MAINE

J.

FOR SALF—Aux. aloop Boat in damaged onndltlon caused by lire, a rood buy for man whs
can repair boat himself himself. Inquire A D.
BIRD CO. 4 Camden 8t., Rockland. Ma

88-tf

FOR SALE—The Nelson farm s< Norttaort,
25 acres and 0 acres of young growth; putty
of wood.
Splendid situation nt • M
home.* Address DICKXY-XNOWUMM

CO.,

FOR SALE—Second hand Chlcknrlng parlor
grand piano; rosewood case. Inquire of MX.
FOSTER. 75 Cedar street.
St-tf

FOR SALE—Lang and Sited bard wood, Rued
mill wood, hard wood Umbo, tad fireplace wood
delivered.
T J. CARROLL, residence Bast
Warren; P. O. Thomaston.
Tel. Bocklann.

283-21

«8-tr

FOR SALE—New and second hand furniture
at B L. RYDER'S. Pleasant SL. RoeknorL ItTtf

A. C MOORE

JHE COURIER-OAZCnC
ROCKUND

Good tin
101-tf

FOR 8ALE—FARM—60 acres,
mowl
the balance wood and pasture, good bulldin
Situated at Crescent Beach on tbe shore
Penobscot Bay. Would make a fine some
home. Price reasonable to close an estate J
ply to FLOYD L. SHAW, Rockland, Me.
100-t
FOR SALE—Delirious Sweet Cider, mi
freeh every day from choice apples. Drllve
anywhere. Drop me a card. J. H. StMONTf
R. F. D. Rockland.
U0-t

BURPEE & LAMB

MfDWJIG'SjAllONERy*
tfOCJuENfiggiNG

109-114

STOVER CO.

Every Issue of The Courier-Queens
carries tbe home news of Knox county
to every State in the Union and to
qauy foreign landa,

PIANO TUNER

WNh tho MslM «me

3»

Every-Other-Day

In Social Circles

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27,

BOYS

TELEPHONE ................................................ 770

Grade, little daughter of Mr. and
lira. Herbert Black, waa operated up
on at Silsby Hospital last Wednesday,
Mrs. James K. Tappan oi Beverly,
Mass, is tlie guest of Miss Julia L.
Hills, her cousin, North Main street,
tor a week.

George Green of Richmond, Me. has
been the guest for a week of his sis
ter, Mrs. Elizabeth Booth, Holiday
Beach.
Mrs. W. T. Cobb and Miss Martha
Cobti entertained at luncheon and
auction at their home od Saturday.
Five tables of auction were played;
prices being taken by Mrs. Glenn A
lottVtrencci Mrs. A. S. Black, Mrs.
YV. W. Spear and Mrs. Jennie Bird.

Frank A. Richardson and sons
Lloyd M. and Russell, and brother
Fred Richardson left Sunday for Bos
Tlie plain tailored suit ulwnya finds
ton, where Lloyd Richardson has en
tered Harvard Dental College. The admirers among the most tastefully
other members of the party return dressed women, aud when It contrives
to be original nnd clever they become
home tonight.
Its enthusiastic devotees.
Claiming
Miss Madeline Heal of Camden Is these two factors In dress distinction,
spending a few days in Boston.
tlie smart suit, pictured here. Invites

scrutiny.

W. 8. White and R. L. Knowlton
have gone to Molasses Pond, with
visions of bagging large quantities of In the preparations for this event
black duck.
which will lx* from 11 to 1. All hold
ers of tickets will be entitled to re
Tyler E. Clark left last night for main and participate. This will dose
Springfield, Mass., where he will enter one of the most delightful programs
»ver offered at the festival. The com
Baypath Institute.
mittee has not us yet been completed,
Mr, and Mrs. William A. Gaston of but the following well known women
Boston, who have a summer home on will be among those in charge: Mrs.
North Haven, arrived on the Olympic George F West. Mrs. Herbert J.;
last Wednesday from Europe, where Brown, Mrs. Richard C. Payson, Mrs.
they have been spending the summer. Harold Lee Berry, Mrs. Fred Sturgis.
Their daughter, Mrs John K. Howard Mrs. William M. Moulton of Port
land, Mrs. Harry Garland of Saco,
of Manchestei- accompanied them.
Mrs. George S. Bird of Y’armouth,
Dr, and Mrs. J. F. Starrett, Dr. and Mrs. Charles 11. Berry of Rockland,
Mrs. YV. E. Whitney and Mrs. H. H. Mrs. F. E. Boothby of Waterville.
Crane of Bangor motored to Rockland
and Kirs. Myron Hank have
Sunday, and found at Wessaweskeag
Inn the excellent shore dinner which moved to this city from Until. Mr.
Mank has employment wtfi Swift At
they craved.
o.
Dr. and Mrs. O. P. Taylor of Port
Mr. and -Mrs. Fred Rpbbins spent
land motored to Rockland Sunday,
bringing Mrs. Warrenton Gilchrest, Sunday at Ittiund Pend.
who has been their guest the past week.
Miss Myra Joyce leaves today for
The Taylors have recently returned
from a trip to New York In which they lenkintown. l’i nil.. where she will
covered 900 miles ln three days in nter the Beechwood School of Do
mestic Scicnee.
their new Studebaker special.
Mrs. David Mason, who has been
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Gilley and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Linekin returned Sun isiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
day from a week’s motor trip through Sleeper in South Thomaston leaves for
her home in Boston today. Miss
Canada and the White Mountains.
Kathryn McIntyre who has been
Mrs. E. A. Knowlton and Miss Grace spending the summer with her grand
Mrs.
Knowlton have Returned from a week’s mother, will accompany her.
Mason’s sister, Mrs. Raymond Till, and
visit in North Conway, N. H.
children exited to leave for their home
Dr. and Mrs. William C. Sharpe will in Swampscot, Mass., the middle ot
close their cottage at Dynamite Beach this week.
this week and return to their home in
Bath Times; James I.. Burns, for
New York.
merly manager of thc local office of
Mrs. Charles Wade and Master Clif the Western Union Telegraph Co., now
ford Carroll have returned from Bos holding a similar position in the Salem
ton where they visited Mrs. Wade’s office, arrived Saturday to pass the
r’«ce. Mrs. Hazel Rustine of Dor weekend with Bath friends.

chester.

L. A. Weiss and family are on a
Miss Louise Fiske who lias been acation visit in New York State. The
the guest of her aunt at Corbett’s New Y'ork Bakeryli, closed iu their
Pond, N. H., arrived last night for a New York Bakery, closed in their
short visit before returning to Fram
Walter Herbert Stover and Y’iola
ingham, Mass.
lane Calderwood of Camden were
Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Irish are guests united in marriage last evening at the
at Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Robbins at First Baptist parsonage, 134 Talbot
The Meadows. Mr. and Mrs. Irish ivenue, by Rev. B. P. Browne. They
have recently returned from a trip up were attended by the sister of the
the St. Lawrence and Saguenay rivers, >rlde, Mrs. Nellie Prescott. Mr. and
Visiting
Niagara
Falls,
Toronto Mrs. Stover left on the Boston boat
Montreal, Quebec, and Thousand Is or North YVeymouth, Mass., where
lands. They wore also guests at the they will reside in Mr. Stover’s new
home.
Mt. Washington, Bretton Woods.

Mr. and Mrs. Vesper A. Leach and
Dr. and Mrs. Harvey start Friday
morning for Molunkus Camps for a
two week's guning trip

Capt. and Mrs. Israel Snow, Miss
Adelaide Snow, Admlrul and Mrs. A. S
Snow and Miss Mabel Snow arc on
an automobile trip to Machias, from
which they plan to return tomorrow

SCHOOL

SHOES
,-v.

Extra Value

S2.98
Federal, J. S. 8.
PRESCOTT & THAYER
MAKE

Boys’ Wool

Sweaters
$3.50, $5.00,
$7.00

BLACKINGTON
Clothing & Shoe Dealer
fill dancing parties of the season.
The handsome gowns added greatly to
its charm.
J. YV. Oliver is on his vacation from
Samuel Alperin’s store, and is going
to Freedom.
Mrs Oliver Ratcliff and Miss Ellen
Ratcliff are visiting Mrs. Ratcliff’s
mother in Bluehill.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Nickerson left
Saturday for Boston to be gone until
December.
Mr. Nickerson's sister,
Miss Fanny Powell, arrived last night
and is stopping at the Thorndike,
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Adams. Mr. being here on business in the interest
and Mrs. John Burns, Mr. and Mrs. of the Parnell Lobster Co. which Mr
George W. Mugridge and Dr. and Mrs. Nickerson represents.
F. E. Follett arrived home yesterday
w
from an auto trip to Quebec, returning
Mrs. Minnie Gobi) is the house guest
through the White Mountain section.
They report wonderful scenery and of Mr. and Mrs. II. W. Thorndike on
Masonic street.
weather.

About 23 from Camden attended the
excursion to Y’inalhavi-u Sunday on
the steamer Castine.
The I.yndonia sailed Saturday for
Philadelphia, where wilder headquar
ters will be made.
The Phllathea Club will meet Fri
day evening instead of Wednesday.
Supper will be served at fi o'clock.
Bring your sewing.
The public installation of Camden
Comandery takes place at 7.30 this
evening.
Refreshments and dancing
follow.
A good number from the Camden
Sunday schools attended the Knox
County Sunday School convention
held in YVnrren last YVednesday. The
convention is reported as having been
largely attended and of very special
interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Wadsworth
have returned from a visit in New
York.
Miss Gladys King of Orneville is
the guest of her sisb r, Mrs. Milton
Prescott.
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Keep and
Mrs. Henry Keep recently made a
short trip to New York where the
body of the late Henry Keep, who
was killed during the YVorld YVar, ar
rived. The remains were sent to
Chicago where the funeral services
will be held after the family return
from their summer home here.
Mrs. F. J. Blood is the guest of her
son, F. G. Blood in Roslindale, Mass.
Armour Lyjendre, who has been
spending the summer with his sister,
Mrs. Henry Keep, left Thursday for
Princeton University, from which he
v.-ag graduated in June, and will act
as football coach. Her brother Sydney
also a summer guest, left Sunday
night for his home Ir. New Orleans
Mr. and Airs. Harold Hanscom and
son Robert have moved to Brunswick,
where the former is employed as man
ager of the Motor Mart,
Dr. and Mrs. YY'. D. Barron left last
week for Asheville, N. C„ where he
ill attend the 38th triennial convo
cation of the General Grand Chapter
of the Royal Arch Masons of the
United States.
The family of Dr. Howard E. Page
has arrived in town and will occupy
the rooms in connection witli his office
over the Boynton Pharmacy.
Miss Marguerite Foster of Concord,
N, II., is the. guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Freeman Dunham.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Beverage have
moved into the house tn I’earl street
recently purchased by Al. Young of
Boston.
Mrs. Robert A. Gardner and children
have returned to their home in Chi
cago after spending the summer at
their cottage.
JIrs. Fred Gilchrist left Monday for
visit in Portland.
Miss Audrey Crane of Boston is the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Charles YVilson.
Mrs. Nettie Hatch of Stonington is
the guest of her sister, Mrs. J. G.
Hutchins.
Miss Mabel Horpe, chief operator
at the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Office is having her annual
vacation. She is the guest for a few
days of Miss Abbie Monteith, Stoning
ton.
■
Miss Esther Fernald and Dana O
Herrick were quietly married Sunday
evening, Sept. 4. by Rev. T. M. Grif
fiths at tho Baptist parsonage. They
will reside in Hope for the present.
The many good wishes ot a host of
friends follow them.
i
Archie Huntley has returned from
Belfast, where he has had employment.
Frank Bagley left Sunday for Oak
land in company with Freeman Dun
ham, where they have employment.
George YVilliams has'returned from
Y'inalhaven where he spent the week
end.
Mr. anil Mrs. E. G. Y'oung spent the
weekend in Brewer.
The regular meeting of Maiden Cliff
Rebekah Lodge takes place Wednesday
evening at 7.30, a rehearsal of the de
gree staff following.

Everett Blethen is home from New
The meeting of thc Women's As
sociation of thc First Baptist church York on a visit to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Blethen. of Holmes street.
Mrs. Basil Stinson has returned from announced for YVednesday of tills week
Everett has hail a great deal of suc
ton days* visit in iillsworth and Ban has been postponed one week.
cess in New York in his chosen field
gor.
The Kuliocb Class of the First Bap of cartooning.
At the Country Club Saturday Mrs. tist Sunday school will hold a picnic
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Williams,
Levi B. Gilchrest of Thomaston Was at Mrs. George Everett’s. Ingraham
hostess of the Summer Outing Club. Hill, Thursday afternoon, all tlie mem Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Williams and chll
dren of Bath motored to Thomaston
After a delicious luncheon four tables bers of thc class being invited
Sunday and spent the day with Mrs.
of auction were played, with a prize
Y’crnon Hart was home from Boston Joseph Adams.
for each table, Mrs. F. R, Spear, Mrs.
Louis Wardwell, Mrs, YV. H. Tobey and University over Sunday.
George R. Dickinson fend family of
Mrs. E. J. Wardwell the winners. The
Ex-Senator William A. YY'alker of Springfield, Mass., are visiting in
booby proved to be the real prize how
Castine
was
a
visitor
in
the
city
Sat

Rockland and vicinity.
ever—a handsome and unique loaf of
cake, made entirely of candy. Mrs. urday.
HtlUman Kelly of Camden was the
Miss Jennie Mehan has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Mr,
pleased winner. Another feature was
home from Manchester, N. H„ where
the presence ’ Of the husbands of the and Mrs. George W. Smith, Mr. and she visited Miss Myra Larrabee.
chib members as the guests of Mrs. Mrs. J. A. Jameson and Mr. and Mrs,
E. S. Levensaier gave a dancing party
Gilchrest.
Mrs. Arthur Mossman of Vinalhaven
in Temple Hall last evening, at which
is tho guest of Mrs. Edith Stairs,
there
were
about
150
guests.
The
hall
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bird leave
Ocean street.
today for a month’s stay at the Dyke was decorated with evergreen trees
and
the
electric
light
fixtures
were
or

Farm, Douglas Hill.
Invitations are out for thc second in
namented with streamers of pink and
Miss Carolyn and Master Raymond yellow, tied with green gauze, the gen a series of auctions and luncheons
eral effect being exceedingly pretty given by Mrs. YV. T. Cobh and Miss
Perry entertained a few friends at a
dancing party Saturday evening, ln Punch was Served during the evening Martha Cobb, at their home on Middle
honor of Master Billy Large, who by Misses Gertrude Smith and Lucy street next Saturday.
leaves Tuesday for tho Abbott School Marsh, and at intermission ices and
cake were served. Kelley’s orchestra
Mrs. Annie Bird entertained the
Farmington.
furnished delightful music with solo Dorcas Club at luncheon yesterday at
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Look accom' features, and when the order was com her home at Koekland Highlands.
panied Mr. and Mrs. M. Alton Me- pleted at midnight, the guests were
Kusic on a three-day tour of tlie unanimously .of the opinion thqt they
Thc Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist
White Mountains
The party left had; attended one of thc most sqeeess church will meet in the parlors Wed
Thursday via Augusta and Poland
nesday afternoon, a business meeting
Springs for Crawford Notch and
at 5 o'clock and picnic supper at 6.
Bretton
Woods,
circling
through
Franconia Notch and home Saturday
night via Sebago Lake and Portland
The mountains are gorgeous in their
THE
coloring this season; that with perfect
AMERICAN'S CREED
weather made a trip long to be re
•
I believe In the United States
membered.
• of America as a government of
• the people, by the people, for the
Everett KaJloch, has returned from
• people whose just powers are dean extended visit hi Medfield, Mass,
• i rived from the tonsent of tlie govwhere he was the guest of his sister,
• erned; a democracy In a repubMrs. Lewis Dewar,
a sovereign Nation of many
OAKLAND •• lie;
sovereign States, a perfect Union,
Mrs. Sanford Chapman has returned
• one and inseparable,'established
from a visit In Boston and Lynn.
• upon those principles of freedom,
• equality, justice and humanity
Mrs. Dennis Aehorn of Lawrence,
• for which American patriots sacv. ho has been a visitor in the city, left
• rifleed their lives and fortunes.
Friday for Jefferson for a tew weeks.
•
I therefore believe it is my
• duty to my country to love it;
Mrs. William T. Cobb is to be one
• to support its Constitution; to
of the comittee ln charge of the ball
ST.
• obey its laws; to respect its flag;
which wfn take place In tlie Exposi
• and to defend it against all enetion building in Portland tbe last
• mies.
night of the Maine Music Festival. Oct
****** *******
12. Great interest is being expressed |

TONIGHT
MARSTON

RY. RELIEF ASSOCIATION
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CAMDEN

UNADORNED BUT SMART

Ml addition tn personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, thia department especial
ly desires information of social hapiienlngs.
parties, musicals, etc Notes sent by mail or
telephone will be gladly received.

1921

Our Sale will continue until
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28
%

Many new lots of merchandise have
been added to replace those sold out
Two more days ot Sale

Saturn Not So La-ge as Jupiter.
The planet Saturn is not quite so
lurge as Jupiter. Its grand array of
rings and satellites, however, renders
it the most stupendous object iu the
solar system. To the naked eye, when
near opposition, it shines as a bright
star of the first magnitude.

Question of Influence.
The secret of success, according to a
Kansas City minister, is to ba born
without money, friends or influence.
Many are born without n oney. a few
wiliiout friends, but we never beard
of a baby without influence.--Kansas
City Star.

AS IT YVORKR
SOMETIMES.
Jane; Misery
loves companion

Send for BAKER BOOK
LET describing the entire
line.

Baker Gun Company
314 Broadway, New York

Prices on

Lightning Protection
for 1922 will be 40't
less than this year. Do not
install before May, 1922.

A. T. NORWOOD
Agent for Knox County
111-116

CEDAR SHINGLES
They are at the Thomaston sta

tion ready for delivery from th* car
this morning. If you want Shingles

and want to save the price of cart

ing and staring it will be necessary
to act quick as thsy ought to be all

gone by Friday night at the prices
I am asking.

W. J. ROBERTSON
CARPENTER A BUILDER
ft

Tel. 27-22

TQU KNOW
HIM.
His talk 1* loose
and out of
joint,
Toq’re
glad
when he get*
through;
He always seem*
to make a
point
Of never comIn* to it.

Thomaston, Mo.
106-tf

TALE of pure delight; one of the great Ameri
can writer’s immortal “kid” stories.
Rt to go along with “Penrod,” “Seventeen” or
“Too Gentle Julia;” in fact, it is woven about the
same interesting characters as the^ latter.

“The Oriole” deals with "thirteen,” that transition
age between childhood and youth when one never
knows what the young human offspring will be up
to next. It is the age when imagination takes the
most unexpected turns and fancy plays the
queerest pranks.

ship.
' That’* right
When dad feels
miserable he
wants all the rest

For fifty years known to
the trade as the best for
service.

$48.00 to $385.00

Roman* Disapproved of Dancing.
Of all the amusements that we In
dulge in nowadays, perhaps dancing
is the oldest. Dancing seems to be one
of mun's primitive instincts. The
Greeks were, perhaps, the greatest
dancers there have ever been. Some
of them held that the destiny of na
tions depended on the rigorous atten
tion gjven to dancing. The Spartans
made dancing necessary as a gym
nastic exercise; but the Romans dis
approved of It. “No one dances sober
unless he chances to be mad,” said one
of them. And they all considered it
was disgraceful for a free citizen to
dance, unless It were at a religious
festival. The early Christians prac
ticed choral dances, although St. Au
gustlne Is said to have objected. He
certainly said: "It Is better to dig
than dance.”

Arabia.
Arabia is a peninsula in the south
west of the Asiatic continent, forming
the connecting link between Asia and
Africa, lying between the Persian gulf
and the Gulf of Oman on the east und
the Red sea-on the west, the two con
tlnents being united at the Isthmus of
Suez. Arabia Is divided into many
kingdoms and principalities, each of
which has Its own capital, us follows
The kingdom of Hcjas, with Mecca
as Its capital; the emirate of Nejh
and Hasa, with Riyadh as capital;
the principality of Kowelt with Kowelt as capital; the sultanate of
Oman, with Muscat as capital; the
emirate of Jabel Shammer, with Ilall
as capital;'the emirate of Asir, with
Eborali as capital, and tlie hnamate
of Yemen, with Surlu as capital.

BAKER GUNS

In this narrative Mr.Tardngton brings to bear all
his genius for character, situations and humor.
Every line is either a laugh or a study in the delect
able ways of the young; the whole is a work of
unbounded joy.

BUILDING LUMBER
at
WHOLESALE .PRICES
Boards, Diminsions and
Plank.

$30 to $35 per M.

MORSE’S

MILL

BALLAHAC ROAD. ASH POINT
Below ROCKLAND
IOS’118

cj^ead it as a serial in this paper. Subscribe
now so as not to miss any part of it.

PAINTING A. PAPER HANGING

WVW«WWMAWWWWYWtfWWWWWWWWjWWWWW»

AT VERY LOW PRICES

Done By

G. B. BLOOM
Tv I 627 -1 or call at 226 Main St.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 27,
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VISITED QUEBEC

Things

That

a

Rockland

Motor Party Enjoyed Ad

venturing Into Canada,

SAYS HER RECOVERY IS
ALMOST LIKE A MIRACLE

1921’

',

Every-Other-Uay

BACK FROM TEXAS

William Sweeney Tells of Ex

acting Times In National
Painters’ Convention.

William Sweeney, who represented
In writing of our trip it is quite im
the Painters’ Union at the national
possible for me to describe the many
convention in Dallas, Texas, this
places of interest shown us in Quebec From Helpless Invalid to Com
•AFTER
month, is giving friends an interest
City, but I will try to give a brief ac
plete Restoration of Health,
ing account of his long journey.
count of some of the unusual things
EVERY
Strength and Happiness Is
Mr. Sweeney left Boston Friday,
whiclf came to us there and along the
MEAL”
Wonderful Change Mrs.
way.
Immediately upon our arrival
Sept. 2 at 2 p. m. and landed In Dallas
we took rooms at the Chateau Fronat 3.30 Sunday.
The convention
Root
Experienced
in
Three
tanac, later deciding it would save
opened Labor Day. following the pa
time to dine there also. Our next move
Weeks—Statement One of
rade, which was the largest ever seen
was to engage a professional guide,
Most
Remarkable
On
that proved to be the best investment
in Dallas. The visitors, with their
we had ever made. We were assured of
Record.
State banners, had the right of line.
a good man, and we surely got one, for
Nearly 700 delegates were present, in
he knew more than any person I have
cluding 64 from New England and 20
’Just a week before I started taking
ever had the pleasure of meeting.
from Canada. The convention was
All along our tour of sightseeing we Tanlac I was down in bed so crippled
held in the Colliseum, State Failwere congratulated upon being fortu up with rheumatism I could not move
Grounds. The delegates were five and
nate enough to secure the services of w ithout .help. My son had taken Tan
one-half days electing officers, owing
Ed. McDermott, a typical Irishman lac, and' it had done him a worfd of
to opposition from the Central States
with keen wit and refinement. He good, so one day he brought home a
to the present board, but all were re
seemed to like our party very much. bottle and said, “Mother, I want you to
which everybody
elected after a hard fight. Two hun
With him we visited Ste. Anne de take this.” When I had finished that
dred and fifty resolutions were pre
likes—you will,
Beaupre. seeing the wonderful cyclo- bottle, I felt like a different woman,
sented and acted >n, including two on'
rama, the basilica, the Scala Santa and by the time 1 had finished my sec
the
Irish
question
and
one
on
Russia.
too.
and the holy stair. On our way back ond bottle, I was out* in the garden
inallj- the -convention adjourned *he
to the city we saw Montmorrency hoeing.
17th after two long, hard weeks, with
“Tanlac has simply done wonders
„ delicious peppermint
Falls, going down the many stairs, that
some night sessions. .
for me; it almost seem like a miracle.”
we might see the grandeur of them.
flavored
sugar jacket around
The
entertainments
arranged
were
The next morning wc started very This is the remarkable statement made
dances, theatre parties, watermelon
peppermint flavored chewing gum
early, making our first stop at the recently by Mrs. Jennie Root, residing
feasts, swimming, and a barbecue,
that will aid your appetite and diges
citadel w’here we were given every at at 1409 Powers St., Portland. Oregon,
where a whole ox was roasted. Fifteen
and
is
only
one
of
tens
of
thousands
tention by a British soldier. We were
theatres on Elm street can be seen
tion. polish your teeth and moisten
in just the right time to see guard from well-known men and women who
at one time, and six more are being
your throat.
mounting, which was a ceremony we are daily testifying to the powers of
B122
built. Hotels and restaurants are
will never forget. We then went to Tanlac.
very reasonable in their prices. AU
WfUGlIYSs.
Continuing
her
wonderful
statement,
the old and new French quarters, Dufthe merchants said that business was
ferin Terrace, Champlain’s monument, Mrs. Root said “For years I suffered
good, and judging by the new blocks
Duke of Kent residence, and to the terribly with rheumatism, and would
one of 26 stories) and houses being
Parliament buildings, where we saw often be down in bed for days at a
built they were right.
the two chambers and library, all the time. In the last five years there was
The heat was awful to most of us.
time we could spend there. Next came not a time that»I didn't feel those
We would finally cool off about midour first disappointment on the trip, rheumatic pains all through my body.
light, and stil t perspiring again first
for asking to go to the cathedral we About two months ago I got very much
MRS. JENNIE ROOT
thing in the morning. We drank bar
were told that all of the wonderful worse and my arms and legs were so
rels of ice water and soft drinks.
man and Ernest Robinson of Portland ! Clippings and items of interest were
paintings were in storage on account bad I was amost helpless and couldn’t
EAST WALDOBORO
Electric fans acre plenty, so we
called at L. L. Mank's and C. C. Bow- read. The program follows: Readings
of extensive repairs being made to the even hold a pen to sign my name. I
didn’t suffer as much as might be ex
by Mesdames L. Moody, H. Rines
ers’ Tuesday.
buildings. This disappointment how was so weak I could not do any houes- walk up four flights of stairs in an pected.
Mrs. Mae Richardson of Camden and A. Waltz; conundrums, Mrs. O.
Mr. 2nd Mrs. Chester Bennett spent
ever was soon overcome, for after ask work. I couldn't even sleep, and had office building when the elevator was
The trip was so arranged that com
Studley; story, Mrs. B. Studley and
f
Tuesday with their daughter, Mrs. was a guest of her cousin Mrs. Nellie
ing if it were possible to visit Cardinal no rest day or night. Even to walk out of order.
recitation by Mrs. Kirkpatrick. Re
Reeves Wednesday.
"My appetite is just splendid now ing home we passed through by day
few steps would tire me out com
Begin we were told that it would do no
light that part of the country we Clyde Brown of Friendship.
Mrs. N. W. Rines was a guest of her freshments were served.
harm to ask, and that gave us much pletely. When I tried to walk I would and Just today for the first time in didn’t see on account of darkness go
Mrs. Frank Orff was a guest of her
Millard Mank attended the harvest
hope, so we drove to the palace, and stagger, and when I did walk a little years. I felt so hungry that I. had to ing down. The delegates saw plenty sister Mrs. Eva Cummings, North Wal daughter, Mrs. Fred Burns at the vil- supper at Winslow’s Mills Wednesday
i ge Tuesday.
go
and
eat
a
piece
of
pie
between
way
and
sat
down
I
could
not
get
up
after waiting a very short time we
of corn, cotton and cattle both ways. doboro Thursday,
Mrs. J. M. Mank was in Damariscot evening.
were shown to a reception room where without some one helping me. I had meals. In fact, I can’t remember the By paying $1.30 extra to ride on a
Mrs. Isaac Mank was in Rockland ta Tuesday to attend the Sunday
Miss. Ethel Lermond was a guest of
time
that
I
have
felt
as
well
as
I
do
no
appetite
and
hardly
ate
enough
to
we met and talked with the Cardinal
fast train from St. I.ouis to Buffalo, Thursday.
- School Convention and also at Hender her cousin, Mrs, Charles Bowers Tues
now.
I
have
not
only
regained
my
keep
me
alive.
I
could
not
stoop
over
for about fifteen minutes. He is a
Miss Mamie Winchenbach of Dutch son Nash's.
day.
health and strength, but I have gained the N. Y. C. not only returned the
grand old man, 84 years old, with the far enough to get my shoes on.
money- but gave us a round trip Neck spent a few days last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Scott motored to
fourteen
pounds
in
weight.
To
tell
“
I
never
knew
what
a
night's
sleep
most kindly and wonderful face I ever
ticket to Niagara Falls as a bonus. Mrs. James Mank.
Fort Fairfield Sunday, called by the
looked into. I consider this audience was, and woud lie awake for hours. you the truth, I wouldn’t exchange the We lost a day to make that trip, but
Gardner Mank returned from Unity sudden death of her brother.
GEORGE W. FOSTER
with Cardinal Begin the greatest At times I would get very cold and j benefit I have received from Tanlac it was worth it. The Texans are Saturday.
Lester Mank of Brunswick spent the ■
honor that could be shown visitors in would have to get up and sit by the! for the best ranch io Oregon, and
great boosters, but the New England
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veazie of Rock weekend with his parents, Mr. and
fire
all
huddled
up,
and
my
daughters
j
will
prais
e
it
as
long
as
I
live.
”
Dealer in Pianos
Quebec.
would put hot water bottles all around j Tanlac is sold in Rockand by Cor ers saw nothing—either people, climate land and Miss Ella Mank of Thomas Mrs. S. S. Mank.
• • • •
The Social Club met with Mrs.
me. I was treated by four doctors. | ner Drug Store; in Washington by F or scenery that wi.uld tempt them to ton were at J. W. Waltz’s Sunday.
Fine Tuning
Our trip to Quebec was by the way
Mrs. Edwin Shuman, Mrs. Fred Shu Martha Kirkpatrick Thursday with 13
and took all kinds of medicine. Noth-! L. Ludwig; in North Haven by W. S part with their own little corner of
of Jackman, where all along it was
75
Cedar
Street. Tel. 572-M
the
world.
man,
Miss
Emma,
Messrs.
Alfred
Shu

1
members
and
two
visitors
present,
j
ing ever did me any good. I am just Hopkins; in Vinalhaten by F. M
quaint and foreign; all through the
White; in South Thomaston by L. O
like
a
different
person
now.
All
those
villages the houses were built right in
Hanley, and by the leading druggists
the streets, seldom showing green terrible aches and pains have left me,
in every town.
and
only
the
other
day
I
was
able
to
lawns in front. The return was made
through
Sherbrooke, Newport, St.
Johnsbury, Bretton Woods and Port
WATERMAN’S BEACH
land. At Thetford we saw the asbestos Major Reid gave me of the lands
mines w-hich are the largest in the owned by this corporation: In Valley
North and
South Twin
world. At Westmore we came to Lake between
Wednesday 1 received a letter from
on Bald
Willoughby, and the drive of several Mountains, N. H. 7,200;
Almond Maker, son of Capt. Alonzo
miles was not unlike our Camden Mountain, Vt„ 4.000; on Lac Frontiere,
Maker. Almond is in the Coast Guard
turnpike, with the exception of a much Quebec, 81 square miles 51,840; on
larger lake, and mountains of greater TJirrent River, Newfoundland, 510 branqh of the Army, stationed at
a total of Rowley, Mass.
height. At Littleton, N. H., we could square miles 326,400;
Capt. Maker has
see a great storm coming upon us 389,440 acres. After cutting all this charge of Station No. 21. Almond in
rapidly, and we hastened on to Twin lumber and pulp wood the lands are
forms me that he served in five dif
Mountain station, only to find the hotel sold back to the Government for reterer.t stations during the war, and
there closed! At that minute the rain forestration.
came and the wind was horrifying—
It would be far easier for me to doubts if any other mar in the ser
Mr. Robbins said he didn’t want to sec paint a picture of Thursday morning's vice did that stunt. He has been in
any more wind get under the auto top! sunrise (every one knows my ability Uncle Sam's employ over 21 years
Then before us appeared a sign point along this line) than it is to give the He has a large family of children. one
There are two separate ovens—one for coal and one for gas. Both ovens may be used at one time
ing to "Carrol Inn.”
least description of the storm we had|daughter man.,ed He owns hls home
Possibly you can imagine (I doubt for about six hours in the mountains.; ,n Row|ey and is a Mason and odd
—or either may be used singly. In addition to the two baking ovens, there is a gas broiler oven.
it!) our feelings, to be taken into a Our trip from Twin Mountains to] FeUow Not a bad showing for a hoy
There
is room on the coal and gas sections, at the top, for NINE large utensils. You can do all of
warm, cheery place, filled with the Rockland was made in one day and is I who ,eft home 21 years ag0 He dldn.
most adorable people I ever met. One familiar to all. Our party consisted of, gay that hp bad caught a lobster in
your cooking at one time. You can do it better—with less waste and less work. You have coal
gentle little lady making wonderful Mr. and Mrs. Edward W. Berry and al] these ycars
for Winter, to keep the kitchen warm and comfortable; and gas for Summer, to keep the kitchen cool.
lace, children at play and a lively Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Robbins, in | Another* one’of our home bov
game of cards was the greeting that the Robbins automobile, covering 792 lvbo struck out for himself is lta'ph
The illustration below shows the wonderful pearl grey porcelain enamel finish—so neat and attrac
we had upon entering this inn.
miles, with not one minute of timej Thompson, son of Sidney and Annie
tive. By simply passing a damp cloth over the surface you are able to clean your range instantly.
After an excellent dinner of home lost with car troubles, and very few Thompson. He enlisted in the Navy
cooking, we were all gathered to pieces of bad roads.
A.
. B. - and after visiting many of the large
No
more soiled hands, no more dust and smut. It banishes the old time task of blacking the range.
gether like one great family, and en ______________________________________ i seaports his ship arrived at Turkey.
You
owe it to yourself to enjoy the comfort and convenience of the Gold Medal Glenwood range.
tertained in the most pleasing manner
I Young Thompson had quite an idea
by some of the guests. Mrs. G. J
i machine tools and the officers ’jon
Gilbert of New York played with
found it out, so on arrival in Turkey
marked ability upon the piano, and
Ralph was transferred from the 1
favored us with singing, in a voice of
tleship to the Government machine
rare and rich quality and a repertoire
shop on shore. There he fell in lav
DO
inexhaustible. Then came a gentle
|with one of the nice girls of that
man who was an admirable conver
THIS!
Jeountry and she became Mrs. Thomp
nationalist.
Finding he was In the
son a short time ago. Mr. Thompson
lumbering business I asked many
I received a cablegram from his son
questions which brought out wonderful
saying that he was about to sail for
information regarding the immense
home on the battleship Overton His
amount of pulp wood and lumber all
wife is on her way to Ralph’s heme
along the line of our trip.
port on an ocean liner. Wherever you
I was so much impressed by his
LEONARD
I put a Maine boy he always make
kindness to us that I decided, if my
good with the officers on board ship
courage would allow me, I would not
or the girls on shore.
leave him unknown to our party, so
I Golly, what a lot of hidden talent
next morning at breakfast I asked him
RELIEVES DEAFNESS and
'the lobster law is bringing out.
STOPS HEAD NOISES. Simply
who he was, and also a wee bit of in
j appears our friend, Cael over on Mo
Rub it Back of the Ears and
formation about his business interests.
itinicus, reads my little itPms an
Insert in Nostrils. Proof of sneHe passed a card introducing, "Major
wants to take a hand in the gam
ou
will
be
sires
by
the
druggist.
Robert H. Reid, R. L.. Royal Canadian
My dear friend, don't take my letter
Artillery, Montreal, Canada;” also a
For sale in Rockland by Corner Drug
writings too seriously, or you will
business card, "Robert H. Reid, Pulp
Store, Cor. Main and Limerock Sts.
surely get left. Necessity, you know
& Lumber Corporation, 505 Fifth
A. 0. LEONARD. INC.
knows no law, and if those little tink
Avenue, New York.”
70 5th Ave., New York City
ers were all the bait in sight with
Following arc the figures in acres
which to fill the bait-bags, the lobster
fishermen were surely justified
using them, even if they did have to
pay war prices. If those little fish
hadn’t found their waj- into the weir
they would have been gobbled up by
the big fish that drove them in from
the sea. That is one of Nature’s laws,
The big fish eat the little ones. Na
ture's law is about ail the laxv I knowmuch about, even if I was a Justice
of the Peace for 21 years.
L. S. Hall of Boston is passing his
To have sound, healthy nerves, completely under
vacation at the Waterman farm. His
wife preferred a trip up in the New
control, digestive organs that are capable of absorbing
Hampshire mountains.
They didn'
a hearty meal, means you have a strong constitution!
both care to leave home at the same
Your general attitude is one of optimism and energy.
l ime, as they have some pets to car
for.
But an irritable disposition, frequent attacks of
The friends here of Elmer Racklift
get reports from his sick bed quite
indigestion, and a languid depression, indicate your
often. We are pleased to note that he
system is not in correct working order.
is on the mending hand. Elmer^al
ways has a smile and kind word for
Probably you are not eating the proper food.
everyone and his friends are anxious
to see him on deck again.
Probably the nutritious elements are not being
I don’t get out among the lobster
supplied to your system in the proper way.
fishermen very often, but I was told
last Thursday that nearly all the fish
Grape-Nuts is the wholesome, delicious cereal
ermen near here were using tinkers
for bait.
C. D. S. G
that promotes normal digestion, absorption and elimi

IOfop 5$

The new sugar coated
chewing gum

THE FLAVOR LASTS

«

Gold Medal

lenwoo
The Range That Really Saves '

DON’T

EAR OIL

I

i

Do you know what constitutes
a strong constitution ?

nation, whereby nourishment is accomplished with
out auto-intoxication. A mixture of energy-giving
wheat and malted barley comprise the chief elements
of Grape-Nuts. A dish at breakfast or lunch is an
excellent, wholesome rule to follow.

You can order Grape-Nuts at any and every hotel,
restaurant, and lunch room; on dining cars, on lake
boats and steamers; in every good grocery, large and
small, in every city, town or village in North America.

Grape-Nuts—the Body Builder
“There’s a Reason”

Earthquake Affected Car.
A party of us went In an automobile
to Santa Barbara from Los Angeles,
where we were stopping. We had
splendid chauffeur, who knew his busl
ness thoroughly, and was a very care
ful driver, so that we bad no fear over
ihe mountain roads. But on the re
turn trip our car suddenly made
wide swerve off the road at a dan
gerous place and then returned. When
we asked the driver why he had done
that, he replied that he didn’t do It,
Tlie car seemed to pull away from
him, lie said. We found afterward
Hint ttiere had been a severe earth
quake at the time this happened I

